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Introduction

The following is a result of a survey of non-local archaeological collections in West Midlands museums carried out by the West Midlands Archaeological Collections Research Unit. All museums in the counties of Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire, West Midlands and Worcestershire were included in the survey, but not private collections or material currently under study at Field Units. One of the aims of the project was to make awareness of the collections more widely known, especially artefacts of non-local origin which researchers may not think to look for in West Midlands’ museums. Thus the survey does not include material from the counties of Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire or West Midlands themselves. An initial attempt to disseminate the results by means of short articles in relevant county journals faltered for various reasons and so it has now been decided to make the results available on-line. Material previously published in county journals is also included here for the sake of completeness. It should be emphasised that this is not a catalogue *per se* but rather a finding aid to allow researchers to determine if there is any material likely to be relevant to their current project in West Midlands museums. Also, it is based on museum catalogue records and annotations on the objects themselves and it is possible that where there have been changes to county boundaries there may be some inconsistency. Users are therefore advised to check under both county names if they are aware of boundary changes for their particular study area.

Material from the following counties is included:

Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire, Cornwall, Cumbria, Derbyshire, Devon, Dorset, Essex, Gloucestershire, Greater London, Hampshire, Hertfordshire, Isle of Wight, Kent, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Northamptonshire, Northumberland, Nottinghamshire, Oxfordshire, Somerset, Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex, Wiltshire and Yorkshire. Counties highlighted in bold have also been published in the county journal. These are all listed in the bibliography below but references are only given for pieces which were illustrated.

The list is laid out alphabetically by county and by site within each county. A running number, or sequence of numbers, has been assigned to each entry for ease of reference though these relate to the number of museum accession numbers in each entry rather than the total number of objects. Each entry contains a brief description, in some cases including dimensions (always in mm.), the museum accession number(s) and any relevant bibliography.

The following abbreviations have been used when citing museum accession numbers:

Avon = Avoncroft Museum
Bir = Birmingham City Museums and Art Gallery
Cov = Coventry, Herbert Art Gallery and Museum
Her = Hereford City Museum and Art Gallery
Kee = University of Keele, Geology Department
Lap = Birmingham University, School of Earth Sciences, Lapworth Museum
Nun = Nuneaton Museum and Art Gallery
Rug = Rugby Library
Shr = Shropshire Museum Service
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Stk = Stoke-on-Trent City Museum and Art Gallery
War = Warwickshire Museum
Wos = Worcester City Museum Service
Wyr = Wyre Forest.

The Checklist

Bedfordshire, Biddenham [TL0250]
1 Flint flake (Bir 1991A120).

Bedfordshire, Caddington, Markyate Street [TL0619]
2-4 Small palaeolithic handaxe, point and flake (Bir 1914A44.4, 3, 2).
5 Neolithic scraper (Bir 1914A44.8).

Bedfordshire, Caddington, no detailed provenance [TL0619]
6 Neolithic core and three flakes (Lap W5).

Bedfordshire, no exact provenance

Berkshire, Caversham, Reading [SU7175]
12-15 Three flint flakes and a nodule tool (War A1038, 2888-2890).

Berkshire, Cookham [SU9085]
16 Small palaeolithic handaxe (War A372).

Berkshire, Crowthorne [SU8464]
17 Neolithic axe made from brown-grey flint; ground all over. Straight sides tapering to a broad rounded butt; curved cutting edge. Edge and butt damaged. L 123, W 65, Th 33. Marked "1875" - date of find? (Bir 1980A470). Watson et al. 1997a, fig. 1.

Berkshire, Downing Hill? [not located]
18 Small handaxe/tool from "Thames gravels" (Wos).

Berkshire, Fawley [SU 3981]
19 Flint flake (Bir 1946A5.7).

Berkshire, Grovelands, Reading (SU684734)
20 Small pointed handaxe with label dated 17.3.1894 (Bir 1991A92).

Berkshire, Halfway (SU400679)
21 Six mesolithic tools excavated by J.J. Wymer 300 yards SSW of the Old Toll House on the Bath Road, July-August 1964; unstratified flints from the surface layers (Bir 1991A127).

Berkshire, Langley Marish [TQ0078]
22 Blade end only of a cordate handaxe (Bir 1991A23).
23-26 Four Iron Age? bone pins/needles with carved line decoration on the heads "found in 1909 in remains of an entrenchment near Langley Marish" (Bir 1991A420.1-4). Watson et al. 1997a, fig. 2.

Berkshire, Maidenhead, Furze Platt (SU877825)
27-35 Four palaeolithic handaxes marked "Furze Platt Pit" (Lap D57-60), one handaxe marked "High Terrace" (Lap D71) and four pointed handaxes (Lap B127, 131-133).
36-40 Three sub-cordate handaxes, a cleaver and a chopping tool (Bir 1930A104.3,6; 1991A22, 21; 1973A31).

Berkshire, Maidenhead, no exact provenance [SU8980]
43 A palaeolithic pointed handaxe (Lap D91).
44 A mesolithic tranchet axe (Bir 1935A104.716).
45 A copper alloy cast flanged axe (Bir 1966A32). Watson 1993, no. 33.

Berkshire, Newbury - near [SU4666]
46-47 Two mesolithic axes both marked "21.3.25" (date of find?) and "WF1" (Bir 1948A17.26; 1991A121).
49-53 Seventeen later flint tools and flakes including two small adzes, a plano-convex knife and six scrapers. Most are marked PL, RF or WF followed by a number together with a date within the range 10.6.24 to 8.3.30 (Bir 1991A122-126).
54 Neolithic flint axe roughout (Stk K66-1981).

Berkshire, Reading, no exact provenance [SU7173]
55 Flint flake (War A2696).

Berkshire, Riseley Common [SU7263]
56 Neolithic retouched flint flake marked "16.10.45" (Bir 1946A5.3)

Berkshire, Sonning [SU7575]
57 Later flint flake tool and flake (Wos).

Buckinghamshire, Burnham, Deverill's Pit (SU946844)
58 One handaxe and a flint flake (Lap B155, D74).

Buckinghamshire, Burnham, Lent Rise (SU931815)
59 A small cordate handaxe (Bir 1991A19).
60 A palaeolithic handaxe (Her 1455/6 - not seen).

Buckinghamshire, Burnham, Pusey's Pit (SU946846)
61 One handaxe (Lap B139).

Buckinghamshire, Burnham, Stomp Road, Haycock's Gravel Pit (SU928817)
62 Small handaxe/point marked "10/Nov./27". (Wyr KM 1929-27/5).

Buckinghamshire, Burnham, no exact provenance [SU9282]
63 Fragment of ficron handaxe; butt only. Marked "1910" (Stk K60-1981).

**Buckinghamshire, Denham** [TQ0487]
64 Mesolithic core and three flakes (Bir 1918A7.7).

**Buckinghamshire, Farnham Royal, Baker's Farm** (SU950820).
65-67 Three handaxes (Lap D47, B129, B142).

**Buckinghamshire, Farnham Royal, no exact provenance** [SU9583]
68-73 Six handaxes (Lap D42-46, B137).

**Buckinghamshire, Flackwell Heath** [SU8890]
74 Flint flake marked "June 1945" (Bir 1946A5.2).

**Buckinghamshire, Hambleden** [SU7886]
75-84 Ten flints from "Thames drift gravel" (War A2625-2634).

**Buckinghamshire, High Wycombe, Abbey** [SU8593]
85 A crude fabricator marked "June 1945" (Bir 1946A5.5).

**Buckinghamshire, High Wycombe, near Daw's Hill**
86 Flint flake marked "1945" (Bir 1946A4.6).

**Buckinghamshire, Iver** [TQ0381]
87 A very rolled Palaeolithic flake; "11.3.33" (Her 1455/3).

**Buckinghamshire, Marlow, Brickworks** (SU861873)
88 Flint flake marked "1943" (Bir 1946A5.1).

**Buckinghamshire, Marlow, no exact provenance** [SU8486]
89 Large flake (Lap D77).

**Buckinghamshire, Tythingam** (NGR see below)
90 Bronze Age food vessel; red gritty fabric with some larger stone chips incorporated. Short collar with concave decorated inner face; concave neck, carinated shoulder. Tapering sides very slightly expanded at foot. Rows of jabbed decoration from rim to shoulder; irregular panels of cord impressed horizontal lines separated by narrower panels of vertical lines on inside of rim. Found by an angler early in 1965 "in the bank of the River Ouse about one mile NW of NGR SP848473 to SP853483". (Bir 1966A26).

**Cambridgeshire, Babraham** [TL5150]
91 Plano-convex knife; dark grey flint with bluish white patination. L 52. (Bir 1991A129).

**Cambridgeshire, Burnt Fen** [TL6085]
92 Flint axe; honey-brown flint with dirty white patina. Not ground. Slightly concave sides to a thick, straight, truncated butt. Sharply curved, expanded, cutting edge. L 111, W 65, Th 28. (Bir 1948A17.21).
93 Flake from a polished group VI stone axe. (Bir 1946A4.5). Clough and Cummins 1988, 174 no.35; Evens et al. 1962, 263 no. 1067.
94 Fragment of later flint finely flaked plano-convex knife (Bir 1991A238).

**Cambridgeshire, Ely** [TL5380]
95 Palaeolithic flint tool collected c. 1910 (War A728-1).

**Cambridgeshire, Gravely** [TL2564]
96 Five Iron Age sherds (Bir 1938A208).

**Cambridgeshire, Kennett** [TL6968]
97 Flint flake (Bir 1973A1160).

**Cambridgeshire, Woodstone** [TL1897]
98-99 Three flint flakes (Lap B22, B58).

**Cornwall, Bodmin** [SX0767]
100 Bronze bow brooch of Hull and Hawkes' group D "bow brooches with twin lateral knobs". This example has a broad cushion shaped bow with a long pin which projects well beyond the body. Undecorated. The closest examples from Britain are those from Princethorpe (Warwickshire), Boughton Monchelsea (Kent) and Sussex (Hull and Hawkes 1987, 30, nos. 7060, 7276, 7252.). L. bow 55, L. pin 96, max. W. 40. (War A7786).

**Cornwall, Callington, Hingstone Down** [SX3871]
101 Bronze Age? whetstone or rubber "from rubble in a mine working". Not sectioned but identified as micaceous sandstone. Incomplete. 74 x 47 x 15. (Bir 1959A141). Evens et al. 1962, 264 no. 1090; Clough and Cummins 1988, 146 no. 239; Watson and Wise 1997, Fig. 1.
102 Bronze age? whetstone or rubber of rounded rhomboidal section. Possibly found with a burial. Thin sectioned and identified as sandstone. 89 x 14 x 12. (Bir 1959A140). Evens et al. 1962, 264 no. 1089; Clough and Cummins 1988, 146 no. 238; Watson and Wise 1997, Fig. 2.

**Cornwall, Carbis Bay area** [SW5339]
103-112 Group of 10 flint arrowheads. A triangular one in beige flint L 38, W 34 and a kite shaped leaf of type 3B in pale grey flint L32, W15 are from Hellesveor; another pale grey flint leaf of type 3B L39, W18 is marked Jueg...? . The remainder are simply given as Carbis Bay. These comprise: a tanged/leaf of uncertain type L 61, W32; a single barbed L64, W34; two Sutton type a barbed and tanged L31, W 18 and L 41, W 32; a Sutton type b barbed and tanged L37, W20; a Sutton type c barbed and tanged L 24, W 25; and a Sutton type with broken barbs L 25. (Bir 1991A392.1-10) Watson and Wise 1997, Fig. 3.
113 Two neolithic/bronze age flints: a point on a blade flake in grey and brown flint and a point on a curved flake - possibly a spoke shave - in mid grey flint. Ex J.S. Champion of Carbis Bay (see below). (Bir 1991A132).

**Cornwall, Carbis Bay, Hellesveor** [SW5040]
114 Group of neolithic/bronze age flints comprising 5 blade flakes, 2 borers, 2 end scrapers, 1 point and 1 modern gun flint. Fawn and grey flint. ex J.S. Champion of
Headlands Rd, Carbis Bay "collected in this part of Cornwall" before 1954. (Bir 1991A131).

**Cornwall, Constantine Bay Kitchen Midden**

115-116 Two thin flat circular slate spindle whorls; Di 37, Th. 5; Di 46-50, Th. 1-3. (Bir 1991A375.1-2). Watson and Wise 1997, Fig. 4.

**Cornwall, Dozmary Pool** [SX1974]

117 Group of 43 mesolithic flint tools and flakes (War A4028).

**Cornwall, Men Scryfys, near Madron** (SW427353)


**Cornwall, Porthcurno area** [SW32]

119 A group of about 80 flints (blades, scrapers, cores etc.) ex J.R.Ratcliffe who was given them by J.G.Marsden of Porthcurno (c.f. PPS 3 (1918-19), 59ff.). In a letter dated 27.10.19 Marsden describes them as "a selection containing the more ordinary types that are found round here, mostly from cone sites." The majority of the pieces are marked in pencil with a locality, presumably the findspot: there are 12 pieces from Greeb, 8 from Raftra, 7 from Trevisley, 4 from Treen, 2 each from Bosfranken and Selina and a single piece from each of Bosliven, Crean, Down's Barn, Poligga, Porthcurno, Rospletha, Trebehor, Trendrennen, and Treverven. In addition there are 7 pieces marked "RKL" (for Rokestal?) and 6 marked "RK Cliff"; 3 pieces have "RPL" (for Rospletha?). Uncertain readings include Bosistow?, Saw?ah, Trelico?, Treidden? and Trewey? and there are about 10 pieces with no markings. (Bir 1946A4.200).

**Cornwall, Porthcurno area, Rospletha** [SW3822]

120 White iron-stained flint with some cortex on one face (Bir 1946A4.4).

**Cornwall, St. Ives, Helleslast?**

121 Flat, oval suspension weight with perforation near one end which is slightly tanged. "Found near the Bronze Age village". 94 x 73 x13. (Bir 1991A367). Watson and Wise 1997, Fig. 5.

**Cornwall, St. Ives, Hellesvean**

122-125 Four stone spindle whorls/suspension weights: Di 28, Th 13; Di 29, Th 9; 73 x 55 x 12; 26 x 33 x 15. Ex J.S. Champion of Carbis Bay. (Bir 1991A377.1-4).

**Cornwall, St. Ives, Millpool**

126 Neolithic/bronze age worn point on a thick narrow flake; buff flint with some cortex. ex J.S. Champion. (Bir 1991A133).

**Cornwall, St. Ives, Tregenisa**

127 Neolithic/Bronze age flint flake; ex J.S. Champion of Carbis Bay. (Bir 1991A134)

**Cornwall, St. Ives, no detailed provenance** [SW5140]
128 Black stone axe. Polished on blade half only. Slightly convex sides to narrow rounded butt. Sharply curved cutting edge with no distinct junction with sides. L 93, W 54, Th 25. (Bir 1988A16). Watson and Wise 1997, Fig. 6.


130 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type c (approaching Kilmarnock) in dirty beige flint with brown patches. L 35, W 21. (Bir 1991A391). Watson and Wise 1997, Fig. 7.

131 Sixteen flints, mainly blade tools but including 2 burins, 1 button scraper and 1 natural piece. Various colours and qualities of flint. Ex J.S. Champion of Carbis Bay. (Bir 1991A135).

Cornwall, St. Merryn, Harlyn Bay (c. SW875755)
132 Mesolithic flints. Group of over 50 microlithic tools and flakes mainly in white-buff flint but some in pale fawn and grey and two darker grey. (Bir 1991A130).

Cornwall, St. Wenn (Near Bodmin) [SW9664]
133 Basin shaped lump of tin; bronze age? (Bir).

Cumbria, Burns, near Ambleside [NY3704]

Cumbria, Harrison Stickle
137-141 Three flakes and two roughouts (Lap B163-165, 167, 169).

Cumbria, Hesket Newmarket [NY3438]
142 Fragment, approximately half, of a large stone axe hammer; pointed end preserved and broken through perforation. L 190, W 135, Th 73. (Bir 1970A60). Watson and Symons 1996a, Fig. 1.

Cumbria, Langdale [NY2707]
143 Stone axe rough-out (Lap B168).
144 Group VI axe rough-out from Langdale factory site (Bir 1958A261).
145 Fourteen group VI flakes and rough-outs from Stake Pass (Bir 1958A477).
146 Five group VI flakes and rough-outs from Great Langdale (Bir 1963A175).
147 Well formed rough-out, more or less ready for polishing/grinding; from Langdale factory site. L c.200, W 79 (Cov 62/58/1).

Cumbria, Long Meg area [NY53]
149 Neolithic/Bronze Age sandstone saddle quern from Langwathby near Penrith (Bir 1937A32.1).
150 Bronze Age whetstone of plano-convex section; from Long Meg. L 115, W 37, Th 18. (Bir 1973A1376).
151 Whetstone or rubber; a naturally sub-cylindrical stone, slightly wider at one end, which has been flattened from use. From Long Meg. L 120, W 33, Th 23. (Bir 1933A76.6).
152 Stone axe blank or wedge with straight sides tapering to a thick rounded butt; straight, very blunt edge. Deliberately shaped but not ground or polished. From "near Long Meg". L 108, W 78, Th 50. (Bir 1973A283).
153 Stone axe blank or wedge with one straight and one convex side tapering to a thick rounded butt. Edge straight. Thick section. L 185, W 89, Th 62. (Bir 1973A284).
154 Polished cylindrical pestle? Slightly tapering at one end to a worked flattened end; other end flat but unworked. L 160, Di 60. (Bir 1973A282).
155 Triangular block of stone with flat faces labelled "neolithic stone plough". L 210, W 165, Th 70. (Bir 1973A1358).

**Cumbria, Pike of Stickle**
156 Axe rough-out (Lap B170).
157-158 Two axe flakes from S. scree (Cov 71/36/1-2 - not seen).
159 Axe rough-out "from factory site below Pike of Stickle" (Her 9227).
160-161 Two axe rough-outs, presumably from this site; both are marked "P of S SS" with a date, respectively 8/8/54 and 7/?/57? (Kee un-numbered).

**Cumbria, Thorn Crag**
162 Axe rough-out (Lap B166).

**Cumberland, no detailed provenance**
163 Massive green stone axe, polished all over. Slightly convex, flattened, sides tapering to a damaged, thin rounded butt; cutting edge gently rounded. L 305, W 80, Th 53. (Bir 1970A62). Watson and Symons 1996a, Fig. 2.

**Derbyshire, Arbor Low**
164-165 Neolithic burin and worked flake, the latter marked "June 1884" (Stk K11-1977, K12-1977).

**Derbyshire, Aston-on-Trent [SK4129]**
166-170 Fifteen mesolithic blades and flakes (Nun c/40/80/24 a to o).

**Derbyshire, Buxton, Poole's Cavern**
171 Fragment of handaxe "found by J. Walter Clulow 1883" (Bir 1964A100).

**Derbyshire, Creswell Crags [SK5374]**
172-191 Fourteen mesolithic blade flakes (Bir 1933A18.36-49) and six blade flakes from Mother Grundy's Parlour (Bir 1973A1178-1183).
192-199 Animal teeth and bone fragments from the 1876 exploration of Robin Hood and Churchhole Caves (Bir 1933A18, 1968A439-445).

**Derbyshire, Cubley**
200 Fragment of neolithic polished stone axe; blade end only. Flattened edges and rounded cutting edge. Marked "Nov. 1934". W 65. (Stk 98.1935).

**Derbyshire, Hopton [SK267533]**
201 Twisted ovate handaxe found on surface in 1949 (Lap B190).

**Derbyshire, Kirk Ireton [SK2650]**

**Derbyshire, Mickleover** [SK3034]

203 Stone waisted axe or maul. L 115, W 73, Th 35. (Stk 49'1971).

204 About thirty flint flakes including blades with retouch (Bir 1991A136).

205-207 Three flint arrowheads: one oblique in brown translucent flint L 49, W 25; one barbed and tanged Sutton type a in beige flint L 26 W 14; one barbed and tanged Sutton type b in patchy grey flint L 34 W 22 (Bir 1991A393.1-3).

**Derbyshire, Minninglow** [SK209573]

208 Bronze looped palstave with centre rib (Stk 39'31). Vine 1982, 222, 385 no. 784.

**Devon, Axminster, Broom, Ballast Pit**

209 A small broad butted, pointed handaxe marked "10 feet below surface J.C. Fr....." (Bir 1973A24).

210-216 Two cordate handaxes with slight twist on edge (Bir 1973A25-26), a (sub)-cordate handaxe (Bir 1973A1370) and a group of two cordate and one ovate handaxes and a rough-out (Bir 1991A25.1-4).

**Devon, Axminster, Broom, probably Ballast Pit**

217 Fine, straight-edged, cordate handaxe marked 21.6.1895 (Bir 1968A1319).

**Devon, Axminster, Broom**

218-222 Four handaxes including a large sub-cordate example (Lap W92) and a very rolled chert implement (Lap W93).

223 A fine handaxe marked 25/12/1939 (War A3990).

**Devon, Axminster, possibly Broom**

224 A small handaxe (Bir 1991A96).

**Devon, Hawkchurch** [ST3400]

225 Fine example of a large ficron handaxe found in 1877 (Bir 1968A1318).

226 A pointed handaxe (Dud G/4000).

**Devon, Honiton** [ST1600]

227 Neolithic flint axe; not polished. Brown, almost translucent flint with area of cortex on one face. Straight sides tapering to straight truncated butt; gently curved cutting edge with marked junction with sides. L 105, W 53, Th 26. (Bir 1953A905).

**Devon, Stonehouse** [SX4654]

228 Palaeolithic? animal teeth and bone fragments "from cave earth in St. George's Hall Quarry" (Bir 1991A595).

**Devon, Throwleigh** [SX6690]

229 Later flint flake (Wos).

**Devon, Torquay, Kent's Cavern** [SX935642]

230 Rolled, pointed handaxe found "under stalagmite" (Bir 1991A24).
231-234 Fragments of unworked bone (Bir 1973A1383) and animal teeth (Bir 1973A121-123).

**Dorset, Alum Chine, Bournemouth** [not located]
237-238 Two neolithic or later flint points (Bir 1935A104.427-428).

**Dorset, Badbury Rings** [ST9603]
239 Later flint blade (Bir 1964A2518).

**Dorset, Boscombe Cemetery** [SZ117927]
240-245 Palaeolithic worked flake, a small sub-cordate handaxe and a crude small handaxe all marked "10 ft 22/1/1920" (Bir 1935A104.864-866); a large pointed handaxe marked "8ft Dec. 1922" (Bir 1935A104.867); a pointed handaxe "Aug 1921" (Bir 1935A104.870) and a flake "1922" (Bir 1935A104.876).
246-272 Twenty seven later flint tools comprising 6 knives, 15 scrapers, 5 points/borers and a fabricator (Bir 1935A104.14, 597-614, 624-627, 1385-1388).
273-279 Seven flint barbed and tanged arrowheads found between 1880-1920 including one of Conygar Hill type (Bir 1935A104.615, 616, 618-622).
280 Neolithic chisel/narrow axe in brown-grey flint; polished all over but blade subsequently re-chipped. Slightly convex, almost parallel sides, tapering in to a thin, rounded butt. L 138, W 42, Th 23. Found 13/9/1906. (Bir 1948A17.27).
281 Beaker sherd (Bir 1936A40); Clarke 1970 vol. 2, 482 no.304.

**Dorset, Boscombe Cemetery allotments**
282 Triangular flint arrowhead (Bir 1935A104.630).

**Dorset, Boscombe Chine**
283 Triangular flint arrowhead found 1919 (Bir 1935A104.1484).

**Dorset, Boscombe Gardens**
284 Barbed and tanged arrowhead found 1910 (Bir 1935A104.617).

**Dorset, Boscombe, no detailed provenance**
285-288 Palaeolithic point, two small handaxes and a flake tool found 1906-1909 (Bir 1935A104.872-875).
289-292 A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3B, a triangular one and two barbed and tanged (Bir 1935A104.628, 629, 623, 631).
293 A flint scraper (War A2899).
294 Thirty one flakes and tools, mainly scrapers, found 1906 (Lap W7).

**Dorset, Bournemouth, East Cemetery**
295 Crude ficron handaxe, broken; "2 ft. 5/5/1902" (Bir 1935A104.848).

**Dorset, Bournemouth, Pleasure Gardens**
296 Type 3C leaf-shaped arrowhead in fawn flint (Bir 1935A104.1485).
297 Sutton type a/tanged oblique arrowhead (Bir 1935A104.639).
298-300 Three later flint implements: a scraper, borer and tanged point (Bir 1935A104.635-637).
Dorset, Bournemouth, South Cemetery
301 Flint arrowhead; damaged (Bir 1935A104.638).

Dorset, Bournemouth, no detailed provenance
302 Small cordate handaxe (Bir 1991A70).
303 Chopping tool/small handaxe of the "Oldest Polar Period" and 4 flakes (some natural) (Wos).
304-305 Two neolithic discoidal scrapers "gravel bed 6" (Bir 1935A104.632-633).
306-307 Leaf (kite) shaped arrowhead of type 3C (Bir 1967A1463) and type 3A leaf shaped arrowhead on a flake (Bir 1947A26).
308-311 Three barbed and tanged arrowheads and one chisel? type (Bir 1935A104.1486-1489).
312 Neolithic scraper (War A453).

Dorset, Bradford Abbas [ST5813]
313 Leaf shaped (ogival) arrowhead of type 3B; grey flint. (Bir 1991A394).

Dorset, Branksome [SZ0492]
314 Flint borer; "1920" (Bir 1935A104.1455).

Dorset, Carbury Estate, Southbourne
315-317 Three crude pointed handaxes; "6 ft" and "8 ft" 1921-22 (Bir 1935A104.868, 869, 871).
318-341 Twenty four later flint implements comprising 13 scrapers, 5 points, a knife, a fabricator and flakes (Bir 1935A104.642-662, 1392-1394).
342 Slightly tanged arrowhead on flake (Bir 1935A104.1494).

Dorset, (St.) Catherine's Hill [SZ1495]
343-348 Six palaeolithic flints; a cordate and 2 pointed handaxes, 2 points and a flake (Bir 1935A104.742-747).
349 Crude handaxe/nodule tool "1920" (Wos).
350-357 Eight later flints: a scraper, a knife, 4 borers/points, 2 utilized flakes (Bir 1935A104.324-329, 748, 1456).
358 A tanged arrowhead of Sutton type a (Bir 1935A104.1495).

Dorset, Charminster [SY6792]
359 Cordate handaxe "5 ft" (Bir 1991A94).

Dorset, Christchurch, no detailed provenance [SZ1592]
360 Palaeolithic triangular point (Bir 1935A104.749).
361-385 Twenty five later flint tools: 11 scrapers, 6 knives, 5 points, 2 chisels and a fabricator (Bir 1935A104.330-350, 1450-1452; 1991A142).
386 Small flint axe, not ground. Straight sides tapering quite sharply towards narrow butt which is broken off; very gently curved cutting edge. L 80, W 45, Th 16. (Bir 1988A15).
387 Stone axe, polished all over. Convex sides tapering to a thin pointed butt; gently curved cutting edge slightly uneven. L 124, W 50, Th 20. (Bir 1988A14).
388-403 Sixteen flint arrowheads; 6 leaf, 1 hollow based and 9 barbed and tanged including Conygar Hill type (Bir 1935A104.2, 351-355, 357-361, 1496-1499, 3292).
404 Collared urn (Bir 1929A19). Longworth 1961, 295 no. 50.
Dorset, Corfe Castle [SY9681]
405-407 Large leaf shaped arrowhead of type 1C in polished stone (L70, W 23), a Sutton type b barbed and tanged and a notched leaf shaped of type 4C, the latter two of flint (Bir 1935A104.1470-1472).

Dorset, Dorchester [SY6990]
408 Small flint axe, ground on edge. Thick pointed butt; uneven and possibly a reworked fragment. L 75, W 40, Th23 (Bir 1937A68.28).
409-410 Flint leaf shaped arrowhead of type 1A and a notched type 3A leaf (Bir 1935A104.1478-1479).

Dorset, East Lulworth [SY8682]
411 Flint barbed and tanged arrowhead (Bir 1935A104.712).

Dorset, Fordington Field (near Dorchester?)
412 Large end scraper (Bir 1937A68.207).

Dorset, Grove Farm, Christchurch
413-415 Triangular, petit tranchet derivative and notched leaf flint arrowheads (Bir 1935A104.6, 8, 1500).
416-415 Twenty various flint tools including scrapers, points, cores, a hammerstone, a microblade and a knife (Bir 1935A104.362-379, 1453-1454).

Dorset, Hadden's Hill Pit, Bournemouth
436 Cordate handaxe "10 ft Aug 1920" (Bir 1935A104.860).

Dorset, Hengistbury Head [SZ1790]
437-444 Eight later flint tools: 2 scrapers, a knife, 3 points, a borer and a utilized flake (Bir 1935A104.289-293, 1430-1431; 1957A150).

Dorset, Highcliffe [SZ2193]
446 A cordate handaxe with S-twist (Bir 1929A82.7).
447-454 Sixteen later flints including 4 borers, a scraper and a fabricator (Bir 1935A104.3972, 399-401, 1458; 1929A6.25; 1946A4.8; 1920A44.53).
456-458 A leaf and two barbed and tanged arrowheads (Bir 1935A104.402-404).

Dorset, Hilton, Milton Abbey Estate [ST7802]

Dorset, Holdenhurst [SZ1295]
460-461 Two flint arrowheads: a leaf type 3B and a barbed and tanged Sutton type b (Bir 1935A104.673, 1501).
462-467 Three flint knives, two borers and a fabricator (Bir 1935A104.668-672, 734).
Dorset, Hurn [SZ1296]
468 A barbed and tanged flint arrowhead approaching Green Low type (Bir 1935A104.1502).
469-470 Two flint borers (Bir 1935A104.411, 1459).

Dorset, Iford [SZ1393]
471-479 Two scrapers, a fabricator, three points, a borer and two utilized flakes (Bir 1935A104.294-297, 299-303).
480-482 A triangular and two barbed and tanged flint arrowheads (Bir 1935A104.1504, 298, 1503).

Dorset, Jumper's Common [SZ1494]
483 A Sutton type b barbed and tanged arrowhead (Bir 1935A104.356).

Dorset, King's Park, Bournemouth [SZ1192]
484-574 A collection of over ninety palaeolithic flints including most types of handaxe, chopping tools, points and flakes; many are marked with a date of discovery between 1919 and 1925 and some with a depth ranging from 6-20 feet. (Bir 1935A104.870-956; 1991A66-68, 97).
575-628 A group of 54 later flint tools including a micro-point, 4 blades, 21 scrapers, 4 points, 2 borers and 14 knives, one of which is a small tanged knife (Bir 1935A104.539-579, 589-596, 957-959, 1432-1433).
629-644 Five leaf-shaped arrowheads (including a kite-shaped), two hollow based and nine barbed and tanged (Bir 1935A104.7, 580-588, 640, 1490-1493, 5862).

Dorset, Longfleet [SZ0291]
645-648 A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 2A, two Sutton type a and one Sutton type b barbed and tanged arrowheads (Bir 1935A104.1473-1476).

Dorset, Longfleet Rock
649 Later flint bifacial knife (Bir 1935A104.708).

Dorset, Lytchett Matravers [SY9495]
650 Palaeolithic flint point (Bir 1935A104.738).
651 Flint flake "Feb. 1921" (Bir 1935A104.710).
652-653 Leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3A and a barbed and tanged arrowhead (Bir 1935A104.1480-1481).

Dorset, Meyrick (Merrick) Park [SZ0892]
654-655 Neolithic flint borer and a chisel-like implement (Bir 1935A104.667, 862).

Dorset, Mill Plain, Christchurch [not located]
656-661 Six palaeolithic flints including a pointed and a cordate handaxe; found in 1911 and 1912 (Bir 1935A104.756-761).
662-663 A later flint fabricator and a flint knife (Bir 1935A104.762-763).

Dorset, Moordown [SZ0994]
664-729 A collection of 66 palaeolithic flints including handaxes, points and flakes mostly found in 1920 at depths of 5 to 20 feet (Bir 1935A104.764-828, 1991A98-99).
730-744 Fifteen later flints comprising 9 scrapers, 4 points, a knife and a trimmed core (Bir 1935A104.499-512, 829, 1395-1396).
745-748 A leaf shaped flint arrowhead of type 3A, a barbed and tanged of Sutton type a and two of Sutton type b (Bir 1935A104.509-510, 1513-1514).

Dorset, Moordown Lane
749 A barbed and tanged arrowhead "Jan 7th 1920" (Bir 1935A104.641).

Dorset, Mudeford [SZ1892]
750-752 A later flint fabricator, point and core (Bir 1935A104.387-388, 391).
753-755 Three barbed and tanged arrowheads, one of Conygar Hill type (Bir 1935A104.389-390, 689).

Dorset, Nine Barrow [SZ0081]
756 Later flint flake "1901" (Wos).

Dorset, Parkstone [SZ0391]
757 A pale grey flint barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type c; L 27, W 23 (Bir 1935A104.715).
758 A pinkish-brown flint hollow based arrowhead L 33, W 19 (Bir 1935A104.1520).

Dorset, Parley [not located]
759-761 Later flint utilized flake, scraper and borer (Bir 1935A104.1447-1449).

Dorset, Pokesdown, Fisherman's Walk [SZ1292]
762 Flint hollow scraper/point "10 ft deep" (Bir 1935A104.858).

Dorset, Pokesdown, Lower Pokesdown
763-766 Two pointed and one cordate handaxe and a flake (Bir 1935A104.850-852, 855).

Dorset, Pokesdown, Pokesdown Hill
767 Palaeolithic point found 1910 (Bir 1935A104.854).

Dorset, Pokesdown
768-772 Five later flints comprising a microlithic point, two scrapers and a utilized blade and flake (Bir 1935A104.380-383, 386).
773-775 A flint leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3C and two barbed and tanged arrowheads of Sutton type c (Bir 1935A104.384-385, 1521).

Dorset, Poole, harbour [SZ0090]
776 A crude flint knife formed by working one end of a natural "rod"; found 1900 (Bir 1935A104.707).

Dorset, Poole [SZ0190]
777-778 Two barbed and tanged arrowheads, Sutton types a and b (Bir 1935A104.709, 1477).

Dorset, Portland [SY6972]
779 Small flint lump (Bir 1980A466).
Dorset, Portman Estate, Southbourne (SZ125914)
780-781 A pointed and a small ovate handaxe (Bir 1935A104.832-833).

Dorset, Queen's Park, Bournemouth [SZ1193]
782-783 Two pointed handaxes (Bir 1935A104.861, 1991A93).
784-786 A later flint chopper? and two points (Bir 1935A104.663-664, 863).

Dorset, Scrubs Farm, Bournemouth
787 Flint axe/chisel with straight sides tapering to narrow butt and straight cutting edge; "Scrubs 1895". Not ground. L 141, W 47. (Bir 1980A496).
788-793 A fragment of flint axe with narrow rounded butt, a small axe or wedge, a utilized flake, a tranched axe (L 130 mm), a crude pick or fabricator and a knife (Bir 1980A495, 497-501).

Dorset, Southbourne [SZ1491]
794-808 Fifteen palaeolithic flints including handaxes (mainly small), points and other tools. (Bir 1935A104.831-849).
809-877 Sixty nine later flints including a microblade, 22 scrapers, 2 fabricators, 24 points/borers and 7 knives one of which is a nice example of a notched, tanged knife (Bir 1935A104.10-12, 429-469, 489-498, 830, 847, 1434-1445; 1946A4.7).
878-898 Twenty one flint arrowheads comprising 4 leaf, 2 hollow-based and 15 barbed and tanged (Bir 1935A104.470-488, 1522-1523).

Dorset, Springbourne [SZ1092]
899 Flint scraper (Bir 1935A104.634).

Dorset, Studland [SZ0382]
900-901 Two flint barbed and tanged arrowheads (Bir 1935A104.713-714).

Dorset, Talbot Woods, Bournemouth [SZ0793]
902 Rolled cordate handaxe; "1908" (Bir 1935A104.906).
903 Later flint scraper (Bir 1935A104.1446).

Dorset, Thorn's Beach, Bournemouth
[Although recorded as Bournemouth this site has not been located; note however that there is a Thorn's Beach marked on the OS map near Lymington, Hants SU3996].
904-912 Four scrapers, a knife, a point and three flake arrows (Bir 1935A104.513-520, 1429).

Dorset, Tuckton [SZ1492]
913 A fragment of cordate handaxe (Bir 1935A104.750).
914-935 Twenty two later flint implements including scrapers, points and a partially polished bifacial knife (Bir 1935A104.304-316, 320-323, 1424-1428).
936-939 A leaf and three barbed and tanged arrowheads (Bir 1935A104.317-319, 1524).

Dorset, Warren Head [SZ1790]
940-1016 Seventy seven later flint tools including a petit trancheet derivative arrowhead, 2 microblades, 25 scrapers, 10 knives, 13 points/borers, a fabricator, 6 leaf
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arrows (one kite shaped) and 4 barbed and tanged (Bir 1935A104.9, 222-288, 1464-1468, 1525-1528).
1017 Small group of about ten Iron Age coarse grey ware sherds, some with bead rims and some decorated with incised line or stabbed decoration (Bir 1936A30).

**Dorset, Westbourne** [SZ0791]
1018 Chisel worked on one end of a nodule (Bir 1935A104.665).
1019 Small barbed and tanged arrowhead, Sutton type c (Bir 1935A104.6672).

**Dorset, Westcliff, Bournemouth** [not located]
1020 Small hollow-based arrowhead (Bir 1935A104.666).

**Dorset, West Lulworth** [SY8280]
1021 Triangular arrowhead or blank for one (Bir 1935A104.711).

**Dorset, Weymouth** [SY6779]
1022 Mesolithic flake (Lap B61).
1023 Hollow-based arrowhead; L 25, W 17 (Bir 1935A104.1482).

**Dorset, Wick Farm** [SZ1591]
1024-1253 Group of 230 later flint tools including 13 microliths, 103 scrapers, 31 points/borers, 16 arrowheads of various types, 13 knives, 2 fabricators etc. (Bir 1935A104.17-221, 1267, 1397-1423, 1457, 1529-1530).

**Dorset, Wimborne Minster** [SZ0199]
1254 A pointed handaxe (Bir 1935A104.735).

**Dorset, Winton, Edgehill Road** (SZ086940)
1255 Small pointed handaxe; "Oct. 1919" (Bir 1935A104.856).

**Dorset, Winton, Jessop's Pit**
1256 Small pointed handaxe (Bir 1929A82.4).

**Dorset, Winton, no detailed provenance** [SZ0993]
1257 Palaeolithic? chopping tool; "Sept. 1920" (Bir 1935A104.857).
1258-1273 Sixteen later flint tools including a microlithic point, 4 scrapers, 3 knives, 5 points/borers etc. (Bir 1935A104.521-532, 538, 1382-1384).
1274 Fragment of group VI axe; ground on edge. Straight sides, curved cutting edge, butt lost. L 60. (Bir 1935A104.3). Clough and Cummins 1988, Hampshire 22
1275-1282 An arrowhead on a flake, 2 triangular and 5 barbed and tanged arrowheads (Bir 1935A104.533-537, 696, 1531, 2932).

**Essex, Barling** [TQ9289]
1283 Neolithic flint axe/chisel fragment; thin, narrow, pointed butt, blade lost. No polishing evident. (Bir 1991A137).

**Essex, Clacton-on-Sea** [TM1815]
1284 Worked flint flake (Bir 1914A44.5).

**Essex, Coggeshall** [TL8522]

Essex, Dedham [TM0533]
1286-1288 Three utilized blades/flakes (War A917-919).

Essex, Ongar [TL5503]
1289 Neolithic point on a flake (War A491).

Essex, Springfield [TL7209]
1290 A single microlith (Stk K158-1981).
1291 Two later burins and a retouched flake (Bir 1991A138).

Essex, Walton-on-the-Naze [TM2522]
1292-1312 21 mesolithic blades and flakes (Bir 1980A474-494).

Essex, Wrabness [TM1731]
1313 Handaxe found "on shore" (Lap B183).

Gloucestershire, Brimpsfield [SO9312]
1314 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in dirty white flint; L 26, W 20 (Bir 1991A395).

Gloucestershire, Condicote [SP1528]
1315 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in dirty white flint; L 22, W19 (Bir 1991A397).

Gloucestershire, Cotswolds, no exact provenance
1316 Fragment of polished stone axe; thin, broad, truncated butt only. Oval section. L 90, W 65, Th 31. Marked "1870" and "Gl 1/c". It has been thin-sectioned and the latter marking refers to that; however, in the list published in Clough and Cummins 1988 this piece is presumably represented by no. 126. (Wos D3/1).
1317 Fourteen flint flake tools and flakes, two scrapers and an ethnographic (Polynesia) stray axe (Wos).

Gloucestershire, Ford, Four Barrows Field [SP0829]
1318 Retouched outer flake (Bir 1939A42).

Gloucestershire, no exact provenance
1319 Sixteen later flints including blades, points and flakes (Her 804a).

Gloucestershire, Over [not located]
1320 Socketed bronze axe (Bir 1957A177). Watson 1993, no. 68.

Gloucestershire, Oxenton Hill Camp [SO9731]
1321-1328 Eight Iron Age sherds (Bir 1971A211-218).

Gloucestershire, Painswick, Edge Farm [SO8510]
1329 Small group of later flints (Her 1283 - not seen).
Gloucestershire, Painswick [SO8609]
1330 Eight later flints including a button scraper, points, blade and waste flakes (Her 804/b).

Gloucestershire, Shab [not located]
1331-1333 Three flint arrowheads: one from a flake of pale grey-white flint L 33, W 17; one tanged Sutton type a in dark grey flint L 34, W 15; and one barbed and tanged Conygar Hill type in grey flint L 29, W 25 (Bir 1991A399.1-3).

Gloucestershire, Shab Hill [SO935152]
1334 Four later flints: a blade flake, 2 retouched flakes and a flake (Bir 1991A139).

Gloucestershire, Shipton Oliffe [SP040187]
1335 Dirty white flint arrowhead of leaf type 3C; L 35, W 14 (Bir 1939A55).

Gloucestershire, Stanway Hill [SP0532]
1336 Neolithic or later flint scraper (Bir 1933A19.1).

Gloucestershire, Stow [......]
1337 Small flint fabricator (Lap W31).

Gloucestershire, Swell [SP1726]
1338 Beige and grey flint leaf type 3B arrowhead; L 29, W 16 (Bir 1991A398).

Greater London, Barkingside, Redbridge Lane [TQ445896]
1339 Flint scraper (Bir 1973A1152).

Greater London, Beckenham, Kelsey Park [TQ3870]
1340 Three later flints: 2 blade-flakes and a primary flake (Bir 1991A194).

Greater London, Beddington [TQ3065]
1341 Later flint flake, scraper and borer (Lap W18).

Greater London, Brentford [TQ1778]
1342 Bronze class II tanged razor (Bir 1954A21). Piggot 1946, 138 no. 46; Watson 1993, no. 75

Greater London, Brixton, Start's Hill [TQ3175]
1343 Flint flake (Bir 1991A108).

Greater London, Bromley Common, Princes Plain [TQ4266]

Greater London, Carshalton Park [TQ281640]
Greater London, Clapton [TQ347865]
1355 Well worked, palaeolithic discoidal flake tool; "1900" (Stk K17-1992).

Greater London, Coulsdon [TQ2959]
1356 Later flint flake (Wos).

Greater London, Crayford [TQ516746]
1357 Palaeolithic flake "from brickearth" (Bir 1918A7.1).
1358-1367 Seven flake tools, two flakes and a hollow scraper (War A921-927, 2894-2896).
1368 Two flakes (Lap W34).

Greater London, Croham Hurst [TQ3363]
1369 Sixteen later flint tools and flakes (Bir 1991A261).

Greater London, Croydon [TQ3265]
1370 Later flint hollow scraper (Wos).
1371 Later flint flake and borer (Lap W45).

Greater London, Cudham Lodge [TQ4459]
1372 Later flint axe fragment. Broad rounded butt, convex sides; not polished. May 1911 (Bir 1991A191).

Greater London, Ealing [TQ1881]
1373 Two palaeolithic flakes (Wos) and a secondary flake from "Thames gravel" (Wos).

Greater London, Erith [TQ5177]
1374 Later flint core (Lap W53).

Greater London, Farnborough [TQ4464]
1375 Thirty one later flints, mainly waste flakes (Bir 1991A182).

Greater London, Farnborough Park [TQ443641]
1376 Mesolithic tranchet axe in buff flint; L 135 (Bir 1991A181).

Greater London, Fulham [TQ2576]
1377 Later flint flake (Lap W61).

Greater London, Green Street Green [TQ4563]
1378 Two flint flakes (Bir 1938A72.17).

Greater London, Hanwell [TQ1579]
1379 Seventeen later flint flakes (Lap W12).

Greater London, Hayes [TQ4165]
1391 Three later flint waste flakes; found 1915 (Bir 1991A179).
Greater London, Keston Common [TQ4164]
1392 Nine later flints including a crude tranchet axe and an axe rough-out (Bir 1991A180).

Greater London, Kew [TQ1977]
1393 Mesolithic tranchet axe in ochreous flint; 1909? L 110 (Bir 1991A328).

Greater London, Purley, Russell Hill [TQ309621]
1394 Bronze socketed gouge; found in 1898 (Bir 1953A851). Watson 1993, no. 72 and bibliography there.

Greater London, Putney [TQ2374]
1395 Later flint knife on a blade-flake (Wos).

Greater London, Romford [TQ5188]
1396 Palaeolithic triangular point (Her 8504).

Greater London, Sidcup [TQ4672]
1397 Two waste flakes (Bir 1991A189).

Greater London, Stoke Newington [TQ325865]
1398 Cordate handaxe (Bir 1991A29).

Greater London, Surbiton [TQ1867]
1399 Later flint flake (Lap W65).

Greater London, Teddington [TQ1670]
1400 Later flint blade-flake and another with notched edges (Wos).

Greater London, Thames, no detailed provenance
1401 Fragment of neolithic axe; spotted slate (Bir 1914A44.1). Clough and Cummins 1988, Lo/Mi 84.
1402 Bronze dirk (Bir 1973A1352). Watson 1993 no. 82.

Greater London, Twickenham, Thames [TQ1673]
1403 Later flint flake (Lap W74).

Greater London, Wallington [TQ2864]
1404 Later flint core (Lap W78).

Greater London, Wandsworth [TQ2574]
1405 Palaeolithic flake and blade-like flake (Wos).
1406 Palaeolithic flake (Bir 1991A107).

Greater London, Welling (Borough of) [TQ4675]
1407-1409 Three later flints (War A941, 942, 944).

Greater London, West Drayton [TQ0579]
1410-1412 Palaeolithic flake tool (Her 1455/2) and a tool and a handaxe (Her 1455/4, 5 not seen).
1413 Flint tool; fabricator? (Bir 1991A28).

Greater London, West Wickham [TQ3766]
1414 Flint flake (Bir 1918A7.6).
1415 Three later flints including a hollow scraper (Bir 1991A188).

Greater London, Wimbledon [TQ2370]
1416 Secondary flake (Wos).

Greater London, Yiewsley, Starveall [TQ065805]
1417-1418 A pointed and an ovate handaxe (Bir 1930A104.2; 1948A17.5).

Greater London, Yiewsley, no detailed provenance
1419 A pointed, approaching ficron, handaxe (Bir 1991A27).

Hampshire, Andover [SU3645]
1420 Mesolithic microlithic blade-flake (Bir 1980A471).

Hampshire, Bank [SU2807]
1421 Leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3B; fawn flint. L 42, W 22, Th 5. Found 1912 (Bir 1935A104.1483).

Hampshire, Barton-on-Sea, Barton Cliff [SZ240929]
1422 Very rolled ovate handaxe (Bir 1991A69).

Hampshire, Barton[-on-Sea] [SZ2393]

Hampshire, Bramdean [SU6128]
1427 Later flint core (Bir 1914A44.9).

Hampshire, Brockenhurst [SU3002]
1428 A barbed and tanged brown translucent flint arrowhead, approaching Green Low type; L 32, W 22, Th 5. Found 1916 (Bir 1935A104.694).
1429 A barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type c; Pale brown translucent flint. L 22, W 20, Th 4. Found 1918 (Bir 1935A104.695).

Hampshire, Calshot [SU4701]
1430 Small handaxe/triangular point; found 1923 (Bir 1935A104.741).

Hampshire, Dunbridge [SU3126]
1431-1441 Eleven handaxes: five pointed, four cordate, a crude ovate and a small crude ficron. Some found in 1917 and most at 50-70 feet above river (Bir 1957A120, 121, 128, 131, 144, 154, 155, 156, 167, 188, 189).
1442 A handaxe fragment (Lap B154).
1443-1449 Seven handaxes/handaxe-type tools (War A373-375, 377, 379, 946-947).
Hampshire, Eastleigh [SU4519]
1450 Five later flints: core, scraper, 3 flakes (Wos).

Hampshire, Egborough [SU4352]
1451 Later flint point (Bir 1991A140).

Hampshire, Fareham, Cams [SU5905]
1452-1453 Three palaeolithic flakes and one natural? "Raised beach 32' level" (Bir 1991A71, 144).
1454 Twenty seven later flints including fragment of a fabricator, scrapers, points and retouched flakes (Bir 1991A143).

Hampshire, Fareham [SU5606]
1455 Twenty later flakes (Stk K160-1981).

Hampshire, Fordingbridge [SU1414]
1456 Later flint scraper (Bir 1935A104.683).

Hampshire, Golden Common [not located]
1457 Twelve flints comprising a mixture of natural flakes and small handaxes with a single rolled cordate handaxe; mostly marked "21.5.03" (date of find?) (Wos).

Hampshire, Hill Head [SU5402]
1458-1460 A very rolled cordate handaxe with S-twist and two sub-cordate handaxes; found 2/10/1930 (Bir 1973A27-29).

Hampshire, Hinton [SZ2095]
1461-1466 Six later flint tools: a scraper, a knife, two fabricators, a borer and a point (Bir 1935A104.392-395, 1462-1463).
1467 A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 4A in translucent grey-brown flint; L 17, W 11, Th 3 (Bir 1935A104.398).
1468 A barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in grey translucent flint; L 35, W 26, Th 7. Found in 1909 (Bir 1935A104.397).
1469 A later flint scraper; "Oct. 1906" (Lap W23).

Hampshire, Holmsley [SU2101]
1470 A barbed and tanged arrowhead approaching type Green Low. Buff flint; L 18, W 26, Th 3. "from the keeper 1917" (Bir 1935A104.690).

Hampshire, Hordle [SZ2795]
1471-1473 A very rolled cordate handaxe, a triangular point and a borer; "April 1920" (Bir 1935A104.751-753).

Hampshire, Itchen Valley, no exact provenance
1474 Palaeolithic point on a thick flake; point broken (Wos).

Hampshire, Kinbridge (sic! for Kimbridge?) [SU3225]
1475 A damaged cordate handaxe (War A391).

Hampshire, Lindford [SU8036]
1476 A leaf (kite)-shaped arrowhead of type 2C in opaque, buff-grey flint with some grinding; L 55, W 24, Th 8 (Bir 1935A104.413).

**Hampshire, Linwood [SU1809]**
1477-1478 A small pointed handaxe and a fragment of a cordate? handaxe (Bir 1929A82.1, 6).

**Hampshire, Lymington [SZ3295]**
1479-1481 A later flint knife, utilized flake and scraper (Bir 1935A104.678-680).
1482 A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 4B; translucent brown-grey flint. L 27, W 15, Th 3 (Bir 1935A104.1509).
1483 A Sutton type a arrowhead with short tang; pale grey-brown translucent flint. L 39, W 30, Th 9 (Bir 1935A104.1511).
1484 A barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in grey opaque flint; L 47, W 27, Th 6. Found in August 1907 (Bir 1935A104.1510).

**Hampshire, Lyndhurst [SU3008]**
1486 Another of type 3B in brown-grey flint; L 32, W 18, Th 5 (Bir 1935A104.1508).
1487 Another of type 3B in buff-grey flint; L 39, W 22, Th 6 (Bir 1935A104.1507).
1488 Another, almost kite-shaped, of type 3C in grey flint; L 43, W 18, Th 10 (Bir 1935A104, 1506).
1489 An arrowhead of Sutton type a with long pointed tang; L 23, W 16, Th 4. Found 1913. (Bir 1935A104.691).
1490 A barbed and tanged arrowhead with barb longer than the other; brown flint. L 39, W 18, Th 4 (Bir 1935A104.1505).
1491 A Kilmarnock type barbed and tanged arrowhead in translucent brown flint; L 32, W 21, Th 7. Found 1921 (Bir 1935A104.687).

**Hampshire, Mile Hill [Test Valley, NL]**
1492 A sub-cordate handaxe; May 1915 (Bir 1957A143).

**Hampshire, Milford-on-Sea [SZ2891]**
1493 A barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in fawn flint; L 29, W 22, Th 4. Found 1920 (Bir 1935A104.1512).

**Hampshire, New Forest, no detailed provenance**
1494 Oval pebble with chip from one end and start of perforation on both faces but very shallow. L 94, W 82, Th 36. Found? in 1881; W.C. Hall 1927 (Bir 1988A32).
1495-1502 An oblique arrowhead, two leaf-shaped ones, a triangular and four barbed and tanged (Bir 1935A104.685-686, 688, 692-693, 1515-1517).

**Hampshire, New Milton [SZ2495]**
1503 A hollow-based arrowhead in grey flint; L 28, W 23, Th 4 (Bir 1935A104.1518).
1504 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in fawn flint, L 28, W 21, Th 4: found 1900 (Bir 1935A104.732)
1505 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Green Low type in pale grey-brown flint, L 26, W 19, Th 5: found 1915 (Bir 1935A104.1519).
Hampshire, Odiham [SU7451]
1506 Flint flake (Bir 1980A467).

Hampshire, Petersfield [SU7423]
1507-1508 Flint core and flake (Lap W52, 76).

Hampshire, Portsmouth, Portsdown Hill [SU6406]
1509-1511 Later flint scraper and two flakes (Bir 1957A135.1-3).

Hampshire, Redbridge [Test Valley, NL]
1512 Small handaxe (Wos).

Hampshire, Ringwood [SU1505]
1513-1515 Later flint adze and two utilized flakes (Bir 1935A104.674-676).
1516 Fragment of flint axe from Pulmir? Hill, near Ringwood (Bir 1991A141).

Hampshire, Roebury [not located]
1517 Two secondary flakes (Bir 1991A165).

Hampshire, Romsey, Belbin's Pit [SU364228]
1518-1525 Six pointed handaxes, a chopper and a chopping tool/point on the end of a nodule (Bir 1930A104.1, 7, 8; 1941A2; 1973A18, 20, 22, 23).
1526-1528 Three handaxes (Lap B135, D64, D66).

Hampshire, Romsey, Chiver's Pit [not located]
1529-1532 Four handaxes (Lap D61-63, 65).

Hampshire, Romsey, Luzborough Hill [not located]
1533-1534 A sub-cordate and a pointed handaxe respectively "Aug. 1919" and "Oct. 1924" (Bir 1957A126, 146).

Hampshire, Romsey, Pauncefoot [SU344201]
1535 Cordate handaxe (Bir 1957A127).
1536-1543 Six handaxes, a pick and a flake (War A380-382, 384-387, 389).

Hampshire, Romsey, no detailed provenance [SU3521]
1544-1551 Five pointed handaxes, a small sub-cordate and two small handaxes (Bir 1930A104.5; 1973A16-17, 19, 21, 1156, 1365, 1371).
1552 A palaeolithic point and a flake (tool?) (Wos).

Hampshire, St. Mary Bourne (west of) [SU4250]
1553 Eolith (Bir 1938A30).

Hampshire, Shawford [SU4625]
1554 A crude fabricator (Wos).

Hampshire, Silchester [SU6261]
1555 Later flint blade (Lap W36).
Hampshire, Sopley [SZ1596]
1556 A small handaxe/triangular point; found 1914 (Bir 1935A104.754).
1557 A meso-/neolithic pick "found in a bank 1923" (Bir 1935A104.755).
1558 A flaked axe made of mid grey flint with beige patches; straight, nearly parallel sides to a broad slightly rounded butt. Cutting edge almost straight. No polishing. L149, W 55, Th 27 (Bir 1967A1459).
1559 A barbed and tanged arrowhead with a very rudimentary tang in opaque ochreous brown flint; L 20, W 15, Th 4 (Bir 1935A104.412).

Hampshire, Southampton [SU4112]
1560 Rolled small pointed handaxe (Bir 1935A104.736).
1562 Later flint knife (Bir 1935A104.681).
1563 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b; grey flint. L 42, W 23, Th 6 (Bir 1935A104.682).

Hampshire, Standon [SU4226]
1564 Natural flint lump (Wos).

Hampshire, Sway [SZ2798]
1565 Later flint burin found April 1910 (Bir 1935A104.408).
1566 Barbed arrowhead with rudimentary tang in translucent grey-brown flint found in 1915: L 26, W 24, Th 5 (1935A104.409)
1567 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in grey-brown flint: L 31, W 25, Th 7 (Bir 1935A104.410).

Hampshire, Thorn's Beach, near Lymington [SZ3996]
1568-1569 Two small pointed handaxes, one found in 1925 (Bir 1935A104.739-740).

Hampshire, Timsbury [SU347247]
1570 Cordate handaxe; June 1924 (Bir 1957A129).

Hampshire, Warsash, Dyke's Pit [SU498058]
1571 A small handaxe (Lap W98).

Hampshire, Warsash, no detailed provenance [SU4906]
1572-1585 A group of fourteen handaxes: three crude pointed, five sub-cordate (one with slight s-twist), one ovate with no twist and five small or fragmentary pieces. Two are marked "higher level gravels", one "lower level gravels" and one "lower level pit" (Lap B41, 130, 136, 138; W60, 79-82, 88-91, 97).
1586-1725 One hundred and forty palaeolithic tools comprising 10 small, 26 pointed, 18 sub-cordate, 20 cordate, 2 ovate and 3 ficron handaxes, 8 chopping tools and 53 flakes and flake tools mostly found during the late 1920's and early 1930's (Bir 1930A104.1-7, 20, 23-25; 1946A4.2; 1973A1-15, 1151, 1363; 1991A32-65, 110).
1726-1742 Seventeen palaeolithic tools, mainly handaxes; one marked "1932 OD 50" (Stk K40-1981, K16-1992).

Hampshire, Winchester [SU4829]
1743 Later flint knife on blade-flake (Bir 1914A44.7).
1744 Flint flake from S. Balby? (Wos).

Hampshire, Woodgreen, gravel pit [SU173175]
1745-1767 Group of palaeolithic tools comprising 7 pointed, 5 sub-cordate, 2 cordate, 1 ovate and 3 small handaxes, 1 chopping tool and 5 flakes or flake tools (Bir 1929A82.2-3, 8-23; 1957A124-125, 130, 145, 153).

Hampshire, Wootton, Elkham's Grave barrow
1768 Deverel Rimbury urn (Bir 1964A111).

Hampshire, no exact provenance
1769 Barbed and tanged arrowhead with long tang in beige-brown flint; found 1907. L 49, W 14, Th 5 (Bir 1935A104.697).

Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Hertford Road Pit [TL3312]
1770-1771 Point on flake and a flint lump (War A2612, 2614).

Hertfordshire, Hitchin [TL1829]
1772-1778 Two small handaxes marked "1907" (Bir 1991A118), a flake, a cordate handaxe and a crude small pointed handaxe (Bir 1942A7.1-3), a crude chopping tool (Bir 1964A103) and a roughly shaped flint lump (Bir 1991A26).

Hertfordshire, Redbourn [TL1012]
1780 Flint scraper on flake marked "Aug. 1904" (Bir 1914A44.11).

Hertfordshire, Rickmansworth, Croxley Green [TQ070954]
1781 A small handaxe and a chopping tool in handaxe tradition, both April 1925 (Bir 1991A100).
1782 A rolled handaxe with cortex on butt (Wyr KM1929-27/3).

Hertfordshire, Rickmansworth, Mill End Pit [TQ046943]
1783-1784 A sub-cordate and a cordate handaxe (Bir 1930A65.1-2).
1785-1786 A pointed handaxe from "bottom of gravel" (Stk K44.5-1981) and another handaxe (Stk K61-1981).
1787-1788 Two crude, pointed handaxes (Wyr KM1929-27/2, 6).

Hertfordshire, South Mimms [TL2201]
1789 Two later flint flakes marked "1911" (Bir 1991A198).

Isle of Wight, Culver Cliff (top of) [SZ6385]
1790 Three later flint flakes (Stk part of 120'1960).

Isle of Wight, High Down
1791 Eight later flint flakes (Stk part of 120'1960).

Isle of Wight, Mottistone [SZ4083]
1792 Later flint flake tool (Wos).

Isle of Wight, Shanklin [SZ5881]
1793 Fragment (about half) of a neolithic flint axe rough-out (Stk part of 120'1960).

**Isle of Wight, no detailed provenance**

1794 Later flint flake (Bir 1933A19.2).

**Kent, Ash** [TQ5964]
1795-1797 A tranchet axe/chisel, an axe rough-out and a flake (War A656-658).
1798-1800 A Thames pick, an oval scraper and a flake (Bir 1953A820, 826; 1973A1210).
1803 Nine eoliths; some marked "S. Ash", some "Poplar"? and some "S. May"? (Wos).

**Kent, Birchington** [TR3069]
1804 Twelve later flint flakes and blades (Lap W6).

**Kent, Bishopstone** [TR2068]
1805 Trimming flake (Bir 1991A193).

**Kent, Brasted** [TQ4755]
1806 Twenty two later flints, mainly waste flakes but includes some points, blade-flakes and a small fabricator (Bir 1991A184).

**Kent, Canterbury** [TR1457]
1807 A very rolled flint flake (Lap W56).
1808 Later flint point on blade-flake (Bir 1991A172).
1809 A later flint flake; "1939" (Wos).

**Kent, Cobham** [TQ6768]
1810-1811 Flint flake and heat damaged primary flake (War A2635-2636).

**Kent, Darent, Tundbridge** [not located - sic! for Darent? or Tunbridge?]
1812-1823 Four scrapers, a notched blade/saw and seven flakes, some possibly mesolithic (War A911-916, 938-940, 2637, 2690, 2897).

**Kent, Dartford Close** [TQ5474]
1824 Crude Sutton type a tanged arrowhead on a flake of grey-brown translucent flint; L 50, W 19 (Bir 1933A259).

**Kent, Dartford, Joyden's Wood** [TQ5071] and **Paul's Cray**
1825 Twenty five flints, mainly waste but includes some worked flakes and points (Bir 1991A196).

**Kent, Dartford, Wansunt Pit** [TQ513737]
1826 One handaxe (Lap B87).

**Kent, Dartford, no detailed provenance** [TQ5474]
1827-1828 Two later flint scrapers (War A529, 1039).
1829 A later flint blade-flake (Bir 1991A190).
Kent, Dover [TR3241]
1830-1850 Thirty seven later flint tools and flakes (War A683-687, 974-987, 2703-2704).
1851 Flint flake/point (Lap W27).

Kent, Ebbsfleet [TQ6173]
1852 Thirteen palaeolithic flakes (Bir 1991A11).
1853 Five palaeolithic ("Middle Mousterian") flakes; Ebbsfleet Channel (Stk K42-1981).

Kent, Faversham [TR0161]
1854-1856 Three flakes (War A908-909, 2898).

Kent, Fawkham [TQ597680]

Kent, Folkestone [TR2336]
1858-1859 Blade-flake and point on flake (War A492, 676).

Kent, Greenhithe, Globe Pit [TQ589747]
1860 Pointed handaxe (Bir 1930A104.4).

Kent, Greenhithe, no detailed provenance [TQ5875]
1861-1863 Two cordate handaxes and a flake, the latter with the date 5/9/1891 (Bir 1991A12-14).

Kent, Herne Bay, no detailed provenance [TR1768]
1864 Pointed/sub-cordate handaxe (Bir 1957A132).

Kent, Hulberry [not located - sic! for Hulbury?, TQ5262]
1865-1866 Scraper and a flake (War A788.6-7).

Kent, Ightham, Fane Hill [TQ590573]
1867 Small handaxe-like point; rolled (Stk K55-1993).

Kent, Ightham, no detailed provenance [TQ5956]
1868 Eoliths (Bir, Lap).
1869 Flint axe/adze rough-out (Bir 1991A173).

Kent, Isle of Thanet [TR3267]

Kent, Knockholt Down [TQ4658]
1871 Group of 33 later flints, mainly waste flakes (Bir 1991A183).

Kent, Lenham [TQ8952]
1872 Retouched blade-flake; found 1900 (Bir 1991A170).

Kent, Minster
1873 Iron Age bronze "Rhodian" flagon fragment (Bir 1953A687). Harbison and Laing 1974, no. 3.

Kent, Northfleet, Baker's Hole [TQ610740]
2328 Large flake from "floor under Coomb rock" (Wyr KM1929-27/7).

Kent, Northfleet, no detailed provenance [TQ6374]
2329-2333 A sub-cordate handaxe, a small handaxe and three flakes (Bir 1928A45.42; 1964A104; 1968A2445-2447).
2334-2335 Two Levallois flakes (Cov A197-198: not seen as out on loan).
2336 Two palaeolithic flake tools (Stk K45-1981).
2337 Two flakes (Lap B70) and 5 Levallois flakes and a tortoise core; marked "working site" (Lap on display).
2338 A single core (Wyr KM1929-27/1).

Kent, Oldbury [TQ584568]
2339 Rolled palaeolithic point on flake (Stk K109-1981).

Kent, Paddlesworth [TR1939]
2340 Mesolithic pick; found 1905. L 195 (Bir 1991A171).

Kent, Rainham [TQ8166]
2341-2491 Group of 151 flints, mainly flakes, but includes some some small handaxes (War various nos. from A952ff.)

Kent, Ramsgate [TR3865]
2492 Over forty flints and flakes including microlithic and larger blade-flakes, points and an end scraper (Bir 1991A185).

Kent, Richborough
2493 A single flint flake (Lap W42).

Kent, Sevenoaks [TQ5255]
2494 Eighteen flints comprising blades and waste flakes (Bir 1991A186).
2495-2497 Three flint knives; one plano-convex in translucent pale brown flint with fine flaking on one face, L 76; a finely flaked bifacial coming to a long thin point in opaque buff flint, L 80; and another bifacial in slightly translucent grey-beige flint, L 58 (Bir 1991A187.1-3).

Kent, Sheerness [TQ9174]
2498 Flint flake; natural? (Bir 1991A176).

Kent, Skeet Hill [TQ498650]
2499 A flake tool (War A788.4)

Kent, Sturry, Homersham's Pit [TR1760]
2500-2501 Two handaxes (Lap D51, 54).
2502 A small handaxe (Wyr KM1929-27/4).

**Kent, Sturry, no detailed provenance** [TR1760]

*2503-2511* Eight handaxes and a flake; some noted as "upper terrace" and some marked "west of wood?/road?" (Lap D48-56).

*2512-2524* Seven handaxes and six flakes (Bir 1928A45.30-41, 310).

**Kent, Sundridge, Warrenstown Farm** [TQ4855]

*2525-2526* Over seventy later flints including 24 blade-flakes, 9 points, 2 cores and an axe rough-out fragment (Bir 1991A177-178).

**Kent, Swanscombe, Barnfield Pit** [TQ598746]

*2527-2547* Twelve handaxes and nine flakes, mostly marked as from middle gravels or 100 ft. terrace (Lap D18-35, 78, 82-84).

*2548* Flint flake (Bir 1934A41.1).

*2549* Flint flake (War A788.3).

**Kent, Swanscombe, Craylands Pit** [TQ601747]

*2550* Flint flake (Lap D38).

**Kent, Swanscombe, Milton Street** [TQ601745]

*2551-2564* A pebble tool, eleven handaxes and two flakes mostly noted as from middle gravels (Lap D1-7, 22, 25, 33, 37, 73, 76, 79).

*2565-2721* Over 150 pieces mainly flakes but including a few small handaxes (Bir 1914A44.67; 1921A20.3; 1937A68.20-24; 1980A650-798; 1991A192). See also Swanscombe, no provenance below under Warwick.

**Kent, Swanscombe, New Pit**

*2722* A single handaxe (Lap D36).

**Kent, Swanscombe, Rickson’s Pit** [TQ608745]

*2723-2732* Five handaxes and six flakes marked as from middle gravels or 100 foot terrace with one from the "shell bed" (Lap D8-17).

*2733* Flint flake from lower gravel, 29.9.31 (Bir 1934A41.2).

**Kent, Swanscombe, Stump’s Pit, Craylands Lane**

*2734-2735* One handaxe and one flake (Lap D40-41).

**Kent, Swanscombe, no detailed provenance** [TQ6074]

*2736-2741* One handaxe and about thirty flakes (Lap B140, 143, 147-149, 191).

*2742-2754* Nine handaxes and six flakes, some from 100 foot terrace (Bir 1918A7.5; 1929A57.140-142; 1936A37.1-4; 1938A8.1; 1973A1155; 1991A15-16, 106).

*2755* Flake tool (Wos).

*2756* About 50 handaxes, mostly small or pointed types, and about 45 flakes; some marked as "Milton Street 1902" (War various nos.).

*2757* Approximately 125 later flint flakes, blades, cores and a flake arrow (War various nos.).

**Kent, Twydall** [TQ8067]

*2758-2759* Four palaeolithic flakes (Bir 1929A57.3, 10).
Kent, West Yoke [TQ6065]
2760-2761 Pointed handaxe and flake (Bir 1928A25.13; 1918A7.2).

Kent, near Wrotham [TQ6159]
2762 Ovate handaxe from "stone heap" (Bir 1991A175).

Kent, no detailed provenance
2763 Cordate handaxe ex British Museum (Cov A/191).

Leicestershire, Breedon-on-the-Hill [SK4022]
2764 Four pieces of flint found in field south of churchyard 18.9.1959 (Bir 1991A197).
2765 Iron Age sherd (Bir 1965A304).

Leicestershire, Bottesford [SK8038]
2766-2773 Eight later flint flakes, mainly waste (Bir 1980A527-534).

Leicestershire, near Hinckley [SP413924]
2774 Group VI neolithic axe with unevenly curved cutting edge, convex sides, straight truncated butt and slightly flattened edges; polished all over but two deep scars on one face. L 108, W 63, Th 30 (Cov 62/167).

Leicestershire, Wigston Parva [SP4689]
2775 Small flint flake (Bir 1991A351).
2776 Small group of Iron Age/Roman sherds found at SP46958943 (Bir 1991A352).

Lincolnshire, near Chapel St Leonard's
2777-2807 Fragments of Iron Age salt evaporating vessels in coarse red brown fabric found 'on the sea shore' (Bir 1952A1229-1259).

Lincolnshire, Grantham
2808 Eleven microlithic flints, mainly blade-flakes (Wos).

Lincolnshire, Lincoln
2809 Flint flake (War A2691).
2810 Four later flint flakes (Shr A1140).

Lincolnshire, Risby Warren
2811-2815 Five flint button scrapers (Bir 1973A1196-1200).
2816-2817 Nine late neolithic beaker sherds (Bir 1938A206; 1991A386).

Lincolnshire, Sudbrooke
2818 Mesolithic core (Wos).

Lincolnshire, Tallington, Thurlby's Farm

**Lincolnshire, no detailed provenance**

2828 Crude flint tool (Kee FLI 8).
2829 Microlithic point on a blade-flake (Wos).

**Norfolk, Broomhill** [TL8088]

2830 Later flint end scraper (Bir 1991A205).

**Norfolk, Clarence Park** [Broome? or Norwich?]

2831 Cordate handaxe (Bir 1991A109).

**Norfolk, Cranwich** [TL780948]

2832-2833 A cordate and a sub-cordate handaxe (Bir 1929A6.7).

**Norfolk, Costessey** [TG1712]

2834 Later flint core fragment (Bir 1928A16.9).

**Norfolk, Cringleford** [TG1905]

2835-2839 Five later flint scrapers (Bir 1928A44.5, 17, 18).

**Norfolk, Cromer** [TG2242]

2840-2842 Seventeen palaeolithic flakes and rough-outs; from foreshore (Bir 1928A25.6; 1973A1148, 1149).
2843 Five later flint utilized flakes; "1858" (Lap B52).
2844 Eolith from "forest bed" (Stk part of K48-1981).

**Norfolk, Croxton** [TL8786]

2845 Heavily patinated later flint bifacial knife; "2.4.02" (Bir 1991A208).

**Norfolk, Drayton** [TG1813]

2846 Mesolithic core (Bir 1928A16.25).

**Norfolk, East Runton** [TG1942]

2847-2848 Two palaeolithic flints and a chopping tool, ex Reid-Moir, July 1934 (Bir 1991A90, 91).
2849 Nine eolithic pieces, two marked July 1934; one possibly a point (Stk part of K48-1981).

**Norfolk, Eaton** [TG2006]

2850-2857 Nine later flint scrapers and a knife (Bir 1928A44.3, 10-16).

**Norfolk, Feltwell, Shrub Hill** [TL662880]

2858 A palaeolithic flake implement (Lap D67).
2859 A sub-cordate handaxe; "1927" (Bir 1991A88).
2860-2863 Four later flints; a discoidal scraper, a triangular section point/fabricator, a core and a flake (War A528, 531, 532, 688).

**Norfolk, Five Mile Bottom** [not located]
2864-2865 Two leaf shaped arrowheads; one of type 3C on a flake of pale beige translucent flint, L 39, W 14, Th 3; one broken in pale brown flint, ext L 32, W 19, Th 4 (Bir 1929A6.15). Watson et al. 2000a, Fig. 1.

Norfolk, Gorleston-on-Sea [TG5203]
2866-2874 Gorleston II founder's hoard comprising 4 socketed axes, 2 sword fragments, 2 spearheads and a casting jet (Bir 1966A668.1-9). Watson 1993, nos. 11-19.

Norfolk, Grimes Graves [TL8190]
2875-2893 Twenty nine flints including axe fragments, picks, scrapers and cores from various loci, pit 2, floor 3C etc. (Bir 1928A45.52-57; 1930A104.14-19; 1931A68.12-13; 1937A68.12-13; 1991A200-201, 337).
2894-2898 Three antler picks or fragments and three other pieces of antler (Bir 1928A41, 50-51; 1948A17.33-34).
2899 An antler pick and two other pieces of antler (Shr A704).
2900-2901 Ten flakes and cores from Pit 12 and one large flake from "chipping floor at top of pit 14" (Lap B62, B95).
2902 Two flint flakes (Wos).
2903-2904 Seventeen flints mainly flakes but includes some tools and a large flake (Stk K164-1981; K40-1993).
2905 Bifacial flint tool from near Grimes Graves (Stk K3-1993).

Norfolk, Heacham [TF6737]
2906 Pebble (quartzite) mace-head. Oval with slightly hour-glass perforation; damaged. L 91, W 55, Th 32, min di perf 13 (Bir 1964A2515). Watson et al. 2000a, Fig. 2.

Norfolk, Heacham Valley [TF6838]
2907 Later flint flake (Bir 1991A203).

Norfolk, Hellesdon, hospital [TG199119]
2908 Later flint scraper (Bir 1928A44.6).

Norfolk, Hunstanton [TF6740]
2909 Twelve later flints with various markings: "in situ Hessle BC (cliff)", "Bro BC", "Bro BC Ringstead" (Bir 1991A209).

Norfolk, Kelley [for Kelling?]
2910 Twenty two later flints and waste including 2 cores, 2 blades, 2 points and a scraper (Her Gavin Robinson collection un-numbered - not seen).

Norfolk, Kelling Heath [TG0942]
2911 Fifteen mesolithic blades and scrapers excavated 1924 (Bir 1928A16.45).
2912 A group of 110 mesolithic flints including blades, scrapers, cores, microliths and a hammerstone; excavated 1924 (Bir 1928A40.5).
2913 A flint scraper (Bir 1928A44.9).
2914-2917 Four mesolithic flints: a borer on blade, 2 blades and a microlithic backed blade (Bir 1957A168-171).
2918 A flint knife, probably from a location near Holt (Nun C4/70/124).
Norfolk, Kirby Bedon, Whitlingham Sewage Farm [TG280069]  
**2919-2920** A pointed handaxe and a flake (Lap B187, W70).

Norfolk, Langmere [TL9088]  
**2921** Later flint scraper (Bir 1929A6.4).

Norfolk, Markshall [TG2305]  
**2922** A later flint borer (Bir 1928A16.6).

Norfolk, Massingham [TF72]  
**2923-2925** Three handaxes (Her 7172.428-430 - not seen).

Norfolk, Melton [TG1406]  
**2926** Six later flints including a small axe rough-out, a borer and two cores (Bir 1928A16.42).

Norfolk, Mundesley [TG3136]  
**2927** A later flint bifacial knife (Bir 1991A204).

Norfolk, Mundford [TL8093]  
**2928** A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3B in grey flint; L 38, W 20, Th 6 (Bir 1980A503). Watson *et al.* 2000a, Fig. 3c.  
**2929** A leaf shaped arrowhead in grey-beige flint, damaged at both ends. ext L 27, W17, Th 4 (Bir 1980A502) Watson *et al.* 2000a, Fig. 3b.  
**2930** A barbed and tanged arrowhead of Conygar Hill type; brown-grey flint. One barb broken: L 32, W 26, Th 3 (Bir 1980A473). Watson *et al.* 2000a, Fig. 3a.  
**2931** A barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton b or Conygar Hill type; grey flint. Tang damaged; ext L 31, W 32, Th 7 (Bir 1980A504). Watson *et al.* 2000a, Fig. 3d.  

Norfolk, Norwich, Carrow [TG242075]  
**2932** Three palaeolithic flakes/blades (Bir 1928A16.44).

Norfolk, Norwich, Mousehold [TG2410]  
**2933** Bronze socketed axe (Bir 1933A76.2). Watson 1993, no 60.

Norfolk, Norwich, Thorpe Pit [TG275087]  
**2934** Palaeolithic flake (Bir 1928A25.8).

Norfolk, Norwich, no detailed provenance [TG2308]  
**2935-2936** A bronze low flanged palstave and a shield pattern palstave (Bir 1966A35-36). Watson 1993, nos. 41, 35.

Norfolk, Ormesby, Ellsfoot [TG4915?]  
**2937** Nine later flints including a fragment from an axe with thin, pointed butt, scrapers and flakes (Bir 1991A202).

Norfolk, Ouse, lower  
**2938** A palaeolithic handaxe (Lap B88).
Norfolk, Ringland [TG1313]
2939-2940 A later flint core (Bir 1928A16.5) and two scrapers, two cores and two flakes (Bir 1928A44.2).

Norfolk, Santon Warren/Thetford area [TL88]
2941-2982 Group of 154 later flints, mainly flakes but also including hammers, a knife and six arrowheads. Most seem to have been found circa 1919-1924 and are marked with "site" numbers in Roman numerals. Thus there are some 27 pieces from "site XX", 4 from site XXI, 1 from XXII, 10 from XXIII, 98 from XXIV, 1 from XXV and 13 without such a designation. In addition many have more descriptive provenances written on them e.g. "Thetford St. Peter near Santon boundary", "Two Mile Bottom East Croxton Track", "South of Drove Rd. towards Mundford Rd." etc. (Bir 1926A12.5; 1928A44.8, 701-703; 1928A47; 1929A24; 1930A25.11-11, 13-15, 17-19; 1938A72.1-16; 1948A17.24).

Norfolk, Sheringham [TG1543]
2983 Scraper? and eolith (Stk part of K48-1981).

Norfolk, Springfield [NL - possibly Springfield, Essex?]  
2984 A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3B in dark grey flint; "Jan 1926". L 45, W 21, Th 8 (Bir 1991A210.1).  
2985 A barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in pale beige-grey flint; "Nov 1926". L 30, W 21, Th 4 (Bir 1991A210.2).

Norfolk, Taverham [TG1613]
2986 A later flint knife (Bir 1928A16.36).

Norfolk, Thetford, Barrow Hill [TL850823]
2987 Three later flint flake tools (Bir 1991A249).

Norfolk, Thetford [TL8783]
2988 Palaeolithic "hammerstone" (Her 1287 - not seen).  
2989-2991 Three handaxes (Lap D67-69).  
2992-2993 A later flint flake and a scraper (Lap D70, B36).  
2994 A later flint knife; found 1894 (Stk K116-1981).

Norfolk, Thetford Warren [TL8383]
2995 Two later flints: a borer and a crude tanged knife (Bir 1991A250).  
2996 A barbed and tanged arrowhead in milky grey-brown flint; barbs broken. L 33, W 18, Th 3 (Bir 1991A406).

Norfolk, Thorpe [TG275087]
2997 Very rolled flake (Lap W59).

Norfolk, Weeting [TL7788]
2998 Nine later flint flakes and tools including a narrow unpolished axe/chisel (Lap W4).  
2999-3002 Two later flint flakes, two hammerstones and a large flake tool (Bir 1928A44.20-21; 1948A17.23; 1991A206).  
3003 Six later flint flakes, 2 scrapers and a fabricator (Stk K164-1981).
Norfolk, West Runton [TG1842]
3004 Three flake tools (Bir 1991A89).
3005 Four eoliths (Stk part of K48-1981).

Norfolk, no detailed provenance
3006-3010 Thirteen later flints comprising 2 knives, 7 scrapers, 2 fabricators, and 2 cores (Bir 1929A6.1-2, 16-18).
3011 Bronze basal looped socketed spearhead with leaf-shaped blade and prominent midrib; tip of blade broken. L 130 (Her 8718).

Northamptonshire, Finedon Hill [SP9172]
3012 Neolithic flint axe "July 1873" (Lap).

Northamptonshire, Little Houghton [SP8059]
3013 Polished neolithic flint axe (Lap).

Northamptonshire, Northampton [SP7560]
3014 Polished neolithic stone axe (Lap).
3015 Later flint flake tool (Wos).

Northamptonshire, Oundle [TL0388]
3016 Flint flake (Lap B65).

Northumberland, Newbiggin(-by-the-Sea) [NZ3087]
3020 Two microblades and several waste flakes (Lap D85).

Northumberland, no exact provenance
3021-3022 A bone point (Bir 1946A4.3) and an antler point (Bir 1973A124); although from different donors both bear the same type of label with the same writing which reads "from rock shelter near the Tyne".

Nottinghamshire, Beeston-on-Trent
3023 Partially polished neolithic stone axe; complete. L 115, W 45 mm. (Nunc 4/80/29).

Nottinghamshire, Chilwell, Attenborough
3024 Bronze trapezoidal hilted rapier, Group III type Methwold; found "in gravels" at Attenborough before 1955. (Bir 1966A30). Burgess and Gerloff 1981, no. 329; Watson 1993, no. 78.

Oxfordshire, Chinnor Hill [SP70]
3025 Later flint blade flake (War A2621).

Oxfordshire, Chipping Norton [SP3127]
3026 Bronze looped palstave (Bir 1966A41). Watson 1993, no. 52.

Oxfordshire, Cowley [SP5304]

**Oxfordshire, Mollington** (SP424473)

3030-3031 Animal bone and bronze hoard excavated in July 1965 comprising assorted bones of sheep, ox, horse and dog, four socketed bronze spearheads and a bronze sword scabbard chape. (War A1390, A1391.1-2).

**Oxfordshire, Sonning Eye** [SU7476]

3032 Later flint flake tool and flake (Wos).

**Oxfordshire, Wallingford** [SU6089]

3033-3034 Later flint borer and knife/scaper (Bir 1973A233, 238).

3035 Box of over 100 flakes and tools from the Rev. C. Rogerson collection (Stk part of 120'1960).

3036-3037 Two later flints: a core/scaper and a blade flake; "found on surface of a ploughed field". (Cov 66/30/1-2).

**Oxfordshire, Whitney**, near [SP3509]

3038 Iron Age? cast copper alloy bowl handle said to be from near Whitney. An oval handle with ribbed decoration with an attached escutcheon decorated with palmettes. Purchased from a dealer in Yorkshire. (Bir 1958A5). J.W. Hayes, formerly of the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, has identified this as Late Etruscan or Roman Republican work of c. 300 BC and has questioned how likely it is to be an import of that date. Watson et al. 1997d, Fig. 1.

**Somerset, Beacon Hill, Mendips**

3039 Bronze age collared urn (Bir 1933A251). Archaeologia 43, 346, pl. xxx no. 1.

**Somerset, Cheddar Gorge**

3040 Six later flint flake tools and a fabricator (Bir 1914A44.6).

3041 Barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type b in buff flint; one barb broken. L 18, W 18, Th 3. (Bir 1991A402).

**Somerset, Taunton**, near

3042 Cordate handaxe with S-twist (Stk K96-1981).

**Suffolk, Barnham, Barnham Heath Pit** (TL887797)

3043 Three palaeolithic flakes (Bir 1991A85).

**Suffolk, Barnham, East Farm Pit** (TL875787)

3044 A collection of about 130 pieces, mainly palaeolithic flakes and fragments; ex Paterson collection and presumably from his excavations there (Paterson 1937). (Lap P1-24).

**Suffolk, Barnham, no detailed provenance** [TL8779]

3045 A later flint flake knife (Stk K157-1981).
Suffolk, Barton Mills, Barton Hill (TL725725)
3046 A sub-cordate handaxe; "1887" (Bir 1964A101).

Suffolk, Barton Mills, no detailed provenance [TL7173]
3047 A neolithic dark grey flint axe; flaked all over but not polished. "88 Elliott" (Bir 1991A128).
3048 A later flint crude, thick knife (Bir 1991A241).

Suffolk, Bealings [TM2348]
3050 A later flint fabricator (Bir 1991A245).

Suffolk, Brandon, Bromehill [TL7886]
3051 A later flint flake (Bir 1946A5.6).

Suffolk, Brandon [TL7886]
3052-3053 Two handaxes listed as "Brandon, Wangford" (Lap B94, D80).
3054 A crude pointed handaxe (Lap B91).
3055-3059 A collection of later flint tools: 5 scrapers, 1 core and about 6 flakes (Lap B27, 29, 34, 40, 49).
3060 A later flint blade flake (Stk K150-1981).
3062 A dirty white flint axe. Slightly convex sides tapering to a pointed butt. Ground all over but flaking scars remain and edge re-chipped. L 114, W 58, Th 27 (Bir 1991A212).
3063 A stone axe with straight sides, one flattened, tapering to a thick, broad, rounded butt with slightly flattened edge. Curved cutting edge with marked junction with sides; oval section. Pecked all over but not polished. L 104, W 64, Th 37 (Bir 1988A9).
3064 A small sub-spherical pebble with hour-glass perforation; di 41, H 23, min di perf 6 (Bir 1991A372).
3065 Fragment of ground flint axe; butt only. Pale grey flint. Thin, narrow, rounded butt; straight tapering sides. L 68 (Bir 1991A222).
3066 Fragment of flint axe/chisel; butt only. Brownish-grey flint. Thin, narrow, rounded butt; straight tapering sides. Not ground. L 80 (Bir 1991A221).
3067-3072 A group of later flint tools including 2 hammerstones, a fragment of flint axe with thin pointed butt and triangular section, a chisel, an axe/adze rough-out, a fabricator, scrapers etc. (Bir 1921A20.2; 1948A17.22; 1991A225-227, 339).
3073 Two barbed and tanged arrowheads, probably modern (Kee FLI3).

Suffolk, Bury St. Edmunds [TL8564]
3074-3075 A handaxe and a palaeolithic flake (Nun C/4/80/3, C/40/80/2).
3076 A group of 10 later flints: 1 core, 3 scrapers, 2 flakes, 4 natural (Nun C/4/68/99).

Suffolk, Cavenham, Larkhall
3077 Later flint fabricator, scraper and tool (Lap W29).
Suffolk, Cavenham [TL7670]
3078 A flint axe/adze; creamy-white surface with light grey mottled flint below. Straight sides gently tapering towards butt which is a rounded point. Narrow, quite sharply curved, cutting edge. Section approaching plano-convex. Ground at blade end only. L 113, W 44, Th 25. Found in 1905 (Bir 1988A7).
3079 A group of 20 later flints (Bir 1991A230).
3080 Two later flint scrapers and a point (Stk K134-1981).

Suffolk, Culford [TL8370]
3081 A later flint knife fragment (Bir 1991A240).

Suffolk, Darmsden
3082 Six eoliths (Stk K49-1981).

Suffolk, Elveden, brick pits (TL804796)
3083-3086 Four palaeolithic flakes, 120-140 ft. OD; 11/7/1929 (Bir 1929A56.2,3,6,7)
3087 Flint flake (Lap W58).

Suffolk, Enfield (Not located - supposedly near Brandon?)
3088 Small flint axe/chisel. Mottled grey flint. Straight tapering sides becoming concave into a narrow rounded butt which is almost tang-like. Straight cutting edge. Slight grinding on blade only. L 98, W 34, Th 17 (Bir 1991A223).

Suffolk, Eriswell [TL7278]
3089 A re-worked neolithic flint axe; dirty white flint. Straight sides tapering to a narrow butt which has been trimmed to form a scraper. Cutting edge broken or crudely re-chipped. Some grinding on faces. L 90, W 46, Th 19 (Bir 1991A244).
3090 A later flint fabricator and a small axe (Bir 1991A243).
3091 A bifacially flaked leaf-shaped arrowhead and 2 flaked discs (Bir 1991A247).
3092 A later flint retouched blade flake/knife (Stk K119-1981).

Suffolk, Flempton [TL8169]
3093 Flint axe/chisel. Brown flint with grey patches. Slightly convex sides, almost parallel near blade but slightly tapering at butt end towards a narrow, gently rounded butt. Cutting edge re-chipped or unfinished. Not ground or polished. L 133, W 45, Th 21 (Bir 1948A17.19).

Suffolk, Great Fakenham [For Fakenham Magna? TL9176]
3094–3096 Later flint core, core/borer and an axe/adze rough-out (Bir 1928A44.19, 1; 1929A6.3).

Suffolk, Icklingham, Warren [TL7772]
3097 Sub-cordate handaxe (Bir 1964A102).

Suffolk, Icklingham [TL7772]
3098 A small group of later flint tools (Her 4088 - not seen).
3099 A later flint flake tool (Wos).
3100–3112 Thirteen later flint tools and flakes (Bir 1926A12.1-10, 1000; 1929A6.9, 19).
3113-3118 A later flint flake and five small axes/axe rough-outs (Bir 1937A68.201-206).
3119 A group of over 30 later flint tools mostly marked only as Icklingham but including 3 worked flakes marked **Weatherhill Farm**, 1 worked blade from **Stowe**, 1 flake and 2 scrapers **West Stowe**, 1 flake and 1 borer **N. Stowe** and 1 worked flake (a small triangular knife) from **Canada Farm** (Bir 1991A215).
3120 Three plano-convex knives and 1 worked flake marked Icklingham and a blade flake from **Weatherhill Farm** (Bir 1991A216).
3121-3123 Three fabricators (Bir 1991A217.1-3).
3124 Pale grey flint spearhead; fire cracked. "Found with pot boilers". L 106 (Bir 1991A218).
3127 Eight baked clay and stone spindle whorls; prehistoric? (Bir 1991A376).
3130-3131 A later flint discoidal scraper, a blade flake and 2 points (Lap B25, W15).
3132-3136 A broken flint chisel, a retouched flake knife and 3 knives (Stk K68-, 118-, 120-, 138-, 139-1981).

**Suffolk, Ipswich, Bolton's Pit** [TM1644]
3137-3138 Eight palaeolithic flints and flakes (Bir 1928A25.1, 3).

**Suffolk, Ipswich, Bramford Road, Terrace 2** (TM140457)
3139-3155 Forty nine palaeolithic flints, mainly flakes (Bir 1930A105.19-33; 1991A86, 115).

**Suffolk, Ipswich, probably Bramford Road**
3156-3158 About 30 flints, mainly eoliths or very rolled flakes, many marked "sub Crag" (Stk K52-, 54-, 111-1981).
3159 Four pieces of fossilized bone marked "sub Crag" (Stk K162-1981).

**Suffolk, Ipswich, Hadleigh Road** (TM145446)
3160 One palaeolithic tool from "Red Crag detritus bed" ex Reid-Moir 1/1/1912 (Lap W66).

**Suffolk, Ipswich, shore Orwell, north bank**
3161-3163 Four palaeolithic flints, mainly flakes (Bir 1930A105.17-18; 1991A117).
3164 Six palaeolithic flints (Stk part of K46-1981).

**Suffolk, Ipswich, shore Orwell, south bank**
3165-3181 Twenty nine palaeolithic flints, mainly flakes (Bir 1930A105.1-16; 1991A116).
3182 Twelve palaeolithic flints (Stk part of K46-1981).

**Suffolk, Ipswich, no detailed provenance** [TM1644]
3183 Flint flake (War A2693).
3184 Bronze centre-winged axe with expanded blade; butt broken off. L 127, max W 55 (Stk L6-1993).
3185 Bronze socketed axe (Bir 1957A176). Watson 1993, no. 59.

**Suffolk, Kenny Hill [TL6679]**
3186 Four later flint worked flakes (Bir 1991A237).
3187 Fragment of what in shape looks like a miniature stone axe-hammer, broken through perforation. Pointed end survives and has a second perforation started on both faces but not completed. V-shaped groove in one side. L 100, W 42, Th 38 (Bir 1991A369).
3188 Later flint point or small fabricator (Stk K142-1981).
3189 Stone axe fragment; butt missing. Straight tapering sides to curved cutting edge. Polished all over. Marked with a monogrammed HF and the date 1933. L 98. "Near Kenny Hill" (Bir 1988A8).

**Suffolk, Kentford [TL7066]**
3190 A (sub)-cordate handaxe (Bir 1991A83).

**Suffolk, Lakenheath, Maid's Cross (TL726826)**
3191 A pointed handaxe (Bir 1991A84).

**Suffolk, Lakenheath, no detailed provenance [TL7182]**
3196 A brown-grey flint arrowhead; found 1877. L 41, W 41, Th 6 (Bir 1991A403).
3197-3199 A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 4A in translucent pale brown flint, L 20, W 15, Th 2; a triangular arrowhead in mid grey flint, L 41, W 34, Th 8; a barbed and tanged arrowhead in chocolate brown flint, L 39, W 18, Th 3 (Bir 1991A404.1-3).
3200 A later flint point or small fabricator (Lap W25).
3201 A bronze pegged, socketed spearhead; point broken off (Stk L5-1993).

**Suffolk, Mildenhall, Aspal Lane**
3202 A palaeolithic handaxe (Lap D72).

**Suffolk, Mildenhall, Fifty Farm (TL658760)**
3203 Five small later flint scrapers (Bir1938A205).
3204-3205 Four beaker sherds with impressed cord decoration and six with incised chevron decoration (Bir 1938A202-203).
3206 Nine Bronze Age rusticated ware sherds, one with finger nail impressed decoration (Bir 1938A204).

**Suffolk, Mildenhall, High Lodge Hill** (TL737755)
3207 Palaeolithic flake (Jan 1906) and point (Stk K43-1981).

**Suffolk, Mildenhall, Warren Hill (Three Hills) (TL744743)**
3208-3234 Thirty six palaeolithic tools mostly cordate or sub-cordate handaxes, chopping tools or tools in handaxe tradition. Some marked with depths e.g. 50 ft OD and some with dates ranging between 1875 to 1929. (Bir 1926A12.1; 1928A5.4-5;
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1929A56.1, 4, 5, 8, 9; 1937A68.5-6; 1948A17.30; 1957A119; 1964A106; 1973A1150, 1157-1159; 1991A72-78, 80-82).

3235-3238 Nine palaeolithic flakes and tools in handaxe tradition, one marked "1880" and one "Lower gvl" (Stk K41-, 97-, 107-1981; K53-1993).
3239 Palaeolithic worked flake of "Lake drift type", 18.2.76 and a handaxe (Cov A192 - not seen).
3240 A crude palaeolithic flake tool (Kee FLI10).
3231-3235 Seventeen flint tools and flakes (Lap B150-153, D75).
3236 Two flint flakes (Bir 1991A235).

**Suffolk, Mildenhall, no detailed provenance** [TL7174]
3237-3238 Two flints (Cov A195-196 - not seen).
3239 A later flint utilized flake/scaper (Bir 1964A107).
3240 Three flakes marked "High Lodge Hill", a utilized blade flake and a point (Bir 1991A246).
3241 A later flint end scraper (War A530).

**Suffolk, Nacton** [TM2240]
3245 Later flint scraper (Bir 1991A233).

**Suffolk, North Stow** [TL8175?]
3246 Fragment of barbed and tanged arrowhead; barbs and tang broken off (Stk K147-1981).
3247 Fifteen later flint implements and flakes (Bir part of 1991A228).
See also under Icklingham.

**Suffolk, Rake Heath** [TL7677]
3248 Leaf shaped arrowhead of type 1C. Grey-fawn flint; both tips missing. L 60, W 24, Th 5 (Bir 1948A17.18).

**Suffolk, [Santon?] Downham, Hugh Lodge**
3249 A later flint scraper (Bir 1991A234).

**Suffolk, Santon Downham** [TL8187]
3250 A (sub)-cordate handaxe; 1927 (Bir 1991A87).
3251 A fragment of handaxe (Lap B134).
3252 Palaeolithic tool (Stk K42-1993).
3253-3254 Later flint flake knife and five laurel leaf blanks (Stk K124-, 161-1981).
3255 Adze. Black stone. Straight, obliquely angled cutting edge and thin, narrow, slightly rounded butt. Polished all over but some scars remain. L 125, W 53, Th 26 (Bir 1929A24).
3256 Two later flint blade flakes, an end scraper, a scraper and a fragment of unfinished flint axe (Wos).

**Suffolk, Stanton Chair** [TL9574]
3257 Narrow pointed butt only from a later flint axe (Wos A63-6k).
3258 Five later flint blade flakes, 2 scrapers and butt from an unfinished axe/adze (Wos A63-6).
3259 Pale grey flint axe/chisel of triangular section and with concavo-convex profile. Blade slightly damaged and butt broken or truncated. No grinding or polishing. L 121, W 31, Th 23 (Wos A63-6).  

**Suffolk, Stow** (for West Stow?)
3260 Later flint "laurel leaf" blank (Stk K140.1-1981). See also under Icklingham.

**Suffolk, Tuddenham, Lark Hall Farm** [TL7371]
3261 Natural flint lump (Bir 1991A231).

**Suffolk, Tuddenham** [TL7371]
3264 A pale grey flint barbed and tanged arrowhead of Sutton type c; L 18, W 16, Th 3 (Bir 1991A407).
3265 A later flint tool (Lap W63).
3266 A small fabricator (Stk K141-1981).

**Suffolk, Undley** [TL6981]
3267 A later flint plano-convex knife; June 1928 (Bir 1948A17.20).
3268-3269 An end scraper and a small flint axe/chisel with parallel sides and curved cutting edge, L 102 (Bir 1991A239.1-2).

**Suffolk, Waldon** (not located)
3270 Palaeolithic flint pick "1818" (Lap B96).

**Suffolk, Walton** [TM2935]
3271 Seventeen later flint blades, flakes and a core (Bir 1991A229).

**Suffolk, Wangford Warren** [TL7782]
3272 Three mesolithic microliths (Bir 1991A248).
3273-3274 Two later flint flakes (Bir 1980A468-469).

**Suffolk, West Row** (TL675755).
3275 Later flint primary flake with retouch at one end (Bir 1991A236).

**Suffolk, West Stow** [TL8171]
3276 Nineteen later flint implements and flakes (Bir part of 1991A228).
3277-3283 A later flint core and six scrapers and points (Nun c4/80/17a-h).
3284-3286 Later flint flake, retouched flake and knife (Stk K114-, 117-, 140.2-1981). See also under Icklingham.

**Suffolk, Wrentham** [TM4982]
3287 Later flint scraper (Lap W24).

**Suffolk, no detailed provenance**
3288 Four handaxes (Stk K44-1981).
3289 Palaeolithic flake tool (Her 8345/7).
3290-3291 A quantity of later flint scrapers and other tools (Bir 1991A213-214).
3292-3296 Five flint arrowheads: one leaf 3B, one leaf 4A and three barbed and tanged Sutton type b (Bir 1991A408.1-5).
3297-3299 A later flint knife, a barbed and tanged arrowhead and two scrapers (Stk K121-, 122-, 137-1981).
3300 Bronze "bit spacer" (Bir 1957A187). Watson 1993, no. 77.

Surrey, Ashtead [TQ1858]
3301 Eight neolithic or later flint flakes (Bir 1991A259).

Surrey, Churt, Devil's Jump (SU865396)
3302 Group of mesolithic flints including cores and blade flakes (Bir 1935A51).

Surrey, Compton [SU9547]
3303-3305 Three neolithic flint scrapers (War A690, 691, 693). Note that A693 is supposedly from Compton but is marked Hindhead [SU8736].

Surrey, Dorking [TQ1649]
3306 Flint flake (Lap W44).

Surrey, Farnham, Paine's Pit (SU838455)
3307 Palaeolithic cordate handaxe (Bir 1991A18).

Surrey, Farnham, Shortheath (SU831447)
3308 Palaeolithic pointed handaxe (Bir 1991A17).

Surrey, Farnham, no exact provenance [SU8446]
3309-3311 Three palaeolithic handaxes: one cordate, one sub-cordate (Sept. 1912) and one fragment (Bir 1948A17.6, 1973A30, 1991A20).
3312 A palaeolithic sub-cordate handaxe with cortex on much of butt; ex Lord Avebury collection (Stk 31'1958).
3313 A cordate handaxe (Cov A836/18).
3314 A Palaeolithic handaxe (Lap B89).
3315 A flint fabricator of triangular section; L 103. (Bir 1948A17.28).

Surrey, Godstone [TQ3551]
3316 Two mesolithic flints: a blade/flake and a retouched flake (Bir 1991A263).

Surrey, Hindhead - see under Compton above.

Surrey, Horley [TQ 2843]
3317 Flint adze; predominantly pale brown flint with some fawn and grey patches and cortex on convex face. One side straight, the other uneven, both tapering to a thin, narrow, straight butt. Cutting edge very rounded. Plano-convex section. Some grinding at blade end and on flat face. L 140, W 55, Th 19 (Bir 1988A10).
3319 Fragment of flint axe; pale grey and pale brown flint. Broad butt and tapering flattened sides. Cutting edge lost. Ground all over. L 50 (Bir 1988A12).
3320-3321 Two fabricators and a core (Bir 1991A253-254).

**Surrey, Leatherhead [TQ1656]**
3322 Palaeolithic flints: a sub-cordate handaxe and three flakes (Bir 1991A95).
3323 Nineteen later flints (Bir 1991A258).

**Surrey, Limpfield Common? [TQ4152]**
3324 Eight mesolithic flakes marked "Nimpsfield" (Bir 1991A307).

**Surrey, Millfield** [not located - possibly near Little Bookham c. TQ1354?]
3325 Later flints: a retouched blade flake and a flake (Bir 1991A262).

**Surrey, Oxted, Chichele Road allotments [TQ3951]**
3326 A small group (c. 10) of mesolithic flints (Bir 1991A255).

**Surrey, Oxted, no exact provenance [TQ3952]**
3327 Mesolithic flint assemblage (Bir 1991A256).

**Surrey, Peaslake (near) [TQ0844]**
3328-3329 Five later flint flakes and a scraper (Lap B30, B64).

**Surrey, Redhill [TQ2750]**
3330 Mesolithic blade flake (Lap B55).

**Surrey, Reigate, no exact provenance [TQ2550]**
3331 Sixteen mesolithic flints; blade flakes and waste (Bir 1991A260).

**Surrey, Sidlow (near Horley) [TQ2546]**
3332 A mesolithic tranchet axe in orange brown flint; parallel sides. L 120 (Bir 1991A251).
3333 A worked flake (Bir 1991A252).

**Surrey, Tandridge [TQ3750]**
3334 Group of mesolithic flints (Bir 1991A257).

**Sussex, Alfriston [TQ5103]**
3335 Mesolithic tranchet axe; L 118 (Bir 1948A17.10).
3336 Three later flint borers (Bir 1991A271).

**Sussex, Ashburnham [TQ6914]**
3337 Eight later flints: a microlith, 5 blades, some with retouch, 1 end scraper and a flake (Bir 1991A292).
3338-3339 Later flint scraper and point (Stk K149-, 166-1981).

**Sussex, Barlavington [SU9716]**
3340 A later flint borer; "Sep 1897 T.H.P" (Bir 1991A272).
3341-3342 Nine later flint flakes and tools, mainly scrapers and a fragment of polished axe (Lap W11, W54).

**Sussex, Battle [TQ7515]**
3343 Retouched flake (Lap W32).

**Sussex, Beady Head** [TV5995]

3344 Handaxe; thick butt with cortex (Her 8345/2).

3345 Axe/chisel rough-out; 23.1.1897 (Bir 1948A17.14).

3346-3348 Thirteen later flints including scrapers, knives, retouched flakes (Bir 1991A275-277).

3349 Flint axe; white and beige flint. Thick straight truncated butt; concave sides to very rounded, expanded cutting edge. Polished on blade area only. L 67, W 47, Th 30. "17/3/1888" (Bir 1988A6). Watson *et al.* 1997c, Fig. 1.

3350 Flint flake (Lap W51).

**Sussex, Bexhill, Watermill Lane** [TQ7407]

3351 Later flint scraper (Bir 1974A8).

**Sussex, Bexhill, no detailed provenance** [TQ7407]

3352 Retouched flake (Bir 1991A273).

**Sussex, Bignor Down** [SU9814]

3353 Small flint fabricator (Bir 1970A52).

**Sussex, Blackcap** [TQ465047]

3354 Flint fabricator/point (Bir 1991A288).

**Sussex, Brighton** [TQ3104]

3355 Secondary flake (Wos).

3356 Flake (Lap W57).

**Sussex, Chanctonbury Ring** (TQ139120)

3357 Seven later flint flakes, a rim sherd, a body sherd and a fragment of shell (Stk part of 120'1960).

**Sussex, Cissbury, vineyard** [TQ1308]

3358-3360 Three retouched flakes (Bir 1885A2112.13-15).

**Sussex, Cissbury** [TQ1308]

3361 Later flint blade flake and three flake knives (Wos).

3362-3387 A collection of 115 later flint implements and flakes including blades, scrapers, cores, axe rough-outs etc. (Bir 1885A2112.1-12; 1885A2143; 1929A6.14; 1930A104.10-13; 1933A76.3; 1948A17.12; 1973A247, 276; 1991A267-270).

3388 Flint axe; light and dark grey mottled flint with small amount of cortex at butt end on one face. Straight parallel sides and straight butt, obliquely truncated in profile. Narrow, curved cutting edge. Not ground or polished. L 160, W 47, Th 34 (Bir 1937A32.3). Watson *et al.* 1997c, Fig. 2.

3389 Flint axe; white flint. Straight sides becoming concave near the broad, straight butt. Very gently curved cutting edge. Not polished. L 100, W 55, Th 33 (Bir 1948A17.11). Watson *et al.* 1997c, Fig. 3.

3390 Ten flint flakes (Lap W1, 46).

3391-3407 Seventeen later flints, mainly flakes but including a few axe rough-outs, one of which is dated 1872 (War A641-644, 661, 663, 666-674, 677, 2622).
3408-3409 Sixteen later flint flakes and rough-outs (Stk K2-1983 and part of 120'1960).

Sussex, Clapham [TQ0906]  
3410 Palaeolithic flake tool (Stk K110-1981).

Sussex, Crowlink [TV5497]  
3411 Later flint end scraper and knife (Bir 1991A280).

Sussex, Cuckmure river [TQ50]  
3412-3414 Later flint scraper, blade flake with retouch and a saw; all 1911 (Bir 1935A104.1469; 1991A274).

Sussex, Ditchling [TQ3215]  
3415 Hammerstone; 1930 (Bir 1935A104.698).

Sussex, Eastbourne, Con home/hospital [TV6199]  

Sussex, Eastbourne, Meads [TV6097]  
3417-3423 Seven later flints: 4 small axes/rough-outs, 2 points and a fabricator. 1926 (Bir 1991A283.1-7).

Sussex, Eastbourne [TV6199]  
3424-3425 A pointed handaxe marked "Valley of Little Ouse 1869" and a cordate handaxe (Bir 1913A11.2, 1).

3426-3435 Twelve later flints including a fabricator, scrapers and roughouts for a chisel and other tools (Bir 1913A11.4-9; 1953A827-829; 1973A147).

3436 Flint axe; creamy-white flint. Straight sides tapering to thick, broad, truncated butt; curved cutting edge. Not polished. L 133, W 70, Th 32 (Bir 1913A11.3). Watson et al. 1997c, Fig. 4.

3437 A later flint flake, blade flake and a point on a blade flake (Cov A995).

3438-3442 Seven flake tools and points (War A903-907).

3443 Narrow flint axe/chisel with pointed butt; L 105 (Stk K64-1981).

Sussex, East Dean [TV5598]  
3444-3448 An axe/chisel rough-out and five retouched flakes; three marked 1889 and one 1892 (Bir 1948A17.9; 1973A50, 209, 216; 1991A278).

Sussex, Exceat [TV5199]  
3449 Palaeolithic chopping tool (Bir 1973A1373).

3450 Tranchet axe; L 105. 1889 (War A660).

3451-3452 Two mesolithic tranchet axes (L 160 and 165), one from Exceat Farm (Stk K2.4-1983, K2.5-1983).

3453-3457 Five later flints: 2 hollow scrapers, 2 points and a flake; one marked June 1889 (War A559-563).

3458 Flint axe rough-out (War A630).

3459-3470 Twelve later flint implements including scrapers, borers, knives and retouched flakes; one 17.12.1893 and two 23/6/1889 (Bir 1948A17.15; 1973A146, 210, 215, 234-236, 243, 245, 265, 275, 278).
3472 Almost complete flint axe; pale grey flint with dirty white patches. Uneven sides tapering to butt; very curved cutting edge. Ground on edge only. Found? 1887. L 110 (Bir 1973A286).
3473 Flint axe fragment; pale to mid-grey flint. Straight tapering sides to curved cutting edge; butt lost. Ground on edge. L51 (Bir 1973A59).

Sussex, Fairlight [TQ8511]
3474 Small group of mesolithic flints: 1 core, 1 blade flake, 1 microlith, 4 flakes (Bir 1991A293).
3475 Four later flints: 1 core and 3 flakes with retouch (Bir 1991A279).

Sussex, Hastings Castle, Kitchen midden (TQ822095)
3476-3478 Mesolithic assemblage comprising a large quantity of flints, mostly small flakes and blade flakes (Bir 1991A264-266).

Sussex, Ifield [TQ2537]
3479 Flint flake (Lap W75).

Sussex, Jevington [TQ5601]
3480-3483 A flint axe/adze, not ground and dated 16.4.1896, a crude adze or rough-out and two retouched blade flakes, one 12/5/1889 (Bir1948A17.13; 1973A57, 217, 237).
3484-3486 Two later flint scrapers and a core (War A2623-2624, 910).

Sussex, Lewes [TQ4110]
3487-3488 A microlith and a mesolithic blade core (War A2656, A2653).
3489 A small flint axe/adze, L 102, found "near Lewes 1890" (War A675).
3490-3492 A later flint notched blade, a scraper from "Culverhaws"?, March 1875 and another scraper (War A2652, 2654-2655).
3493 A later flint fabricator and two rough-outs; found near Lewes (Bir 1948A17.17).

Sussex, Litlington [TQ5201]
3494 A later flint borer and scraper (Bir 1991A286).

Sussex, Lumbford [not located]
3495 A hammerstone (Bir 1948A17.16).

Sussex, Mount Caburn [TQ4409]
3496-3499 Three later flint flakes and a core (Bir 1914A28.1-4).

Sussex, Newhaven [TQ4401]
3614 Fragment of flint axe/chisel; dirty white flint. Straight tapering sides to thin, narrow, rounded butt. Blade lost. Ground all over. L 76 (Bir 1973A60).
3615-3661 A group of forty seven flakes, blades and tools including a fragment of ground axe (War A444-490).
3662 A blade flake (Stk K41-1993).

**Sussex, Ninfield** [TQ7012]
3663 A later flint axe rough-out and a small flint adze, L 75 (Stk K67-1981).

**Sussex, Ninfield West/West Ninfield**
3664 Eleven later flints: 7 scrapers, 3 points, 1 flake (Stk K132-1981).
3665 Fourteen mesolithic and later flints (some 1930): 2 axe fragments, 1 fabricator, 2 cores, 2 microblades and 7 miscellaneous tools and flakes (Bir 1991A294).

**Sussex, Pigdean** [NL - Wymer 1977, 413 suggests possibly for Peak Dean?]
3666 A later flint knife; 30/7/04 (Bir 1991A287).

**Sussex, Plaistow** [TQ0030]

**Sussex, Plumpton Plain** [TQ3613]
3668 A later flint blade (Bir 1973A148).
3669 A later flint point (War A2620).

**Sussex, Rodmell** [TQ4106]
3670 A small mesolithic tranchet axe; L 96 (Bir 1933A76.4).

**Sussex, Seaford, allotments** [TV4899]
3671 Creamy white flint axe. Slightly convex sides tapering to a broad, pointed butt. Blade re-chipped. Ground. 26/3/1916. L 95, W 55, Th 34 (Bir 1988A5). Watson et al. 1997c, Fig. 5.

**Sussex, Sea ford** [TV4899]
3672 Eighteen later flints: blades, scrapers, points and retouched flakes (Bir 1991A282).
3673 Fragment of flint axe/chisel; dirty white flint. Straight tapering sides to thin, narrow, rounded butt; sides flattened. Ground all over. L 84 (Bir 1988A4).
3674 Fragment of flint axe; pale grey flint. Tapering sides and curved cutting edge; butt lost. Ground on edge only. Found in 1910. L 77 (Bir 1988A3).
3675 Creamy-white flint axe. Uneven sides to narrow, pointed butt; almost straight cutting edge. Polished on blade only. L 88, W 50, Th 30 (Bir 1948A17.8). Watson et al. 1997c, Fig. 6.
3676 Nine later flint scrapers and flakes (Lap W2).
3677-3680 Four later flint tools: a point, a scraper, a blade and a scraper on a blade (War A678-681).
3681 A hammerstone. From Seaford, "Chyngton"? (War A682).

**Sussex, Shoreham-by-Sea** [TQ2105]
3682 Retouched flake, found 15.8.1889 (Lap W64).
3683 Nine later flints (Stk K57-1993).

**Sussex, "South Downs"**
3684-3687 A mesolithic axe, a waisted adze, a later flint knife and various other flint implements (Bir 1991A289-291, 295).
Sussex, [South] Heighton [TQ4503]
3688 Later flint small saw on retouched flake; 1889 (Bir 1973A211).

Sussex, Uckfield, Sapsbridge [not located]
3689 Three later flint flakes found in "surface loam above gravel" (Kee FLI 9).

Sussex, Uckfield [TQ4721]
3690 Three later flint blade flakes and a secondary flake (Bir 1991A281).

Sussex, West Dean [TV5299]
3691-3692 Two later flint scrapers and a retouched flake (Lap W16, W95).

Sussex, Whitehawk Camp (TQ330048)
3693 Six Windmill Hill ware sherds (Bir 1937A953).

Sussex, Wilmington [TQ5404]
3694 Flint axe fragment; dirty white flint. Straight tapering sides. Cutting edge damaged; butt lost. L 85 (Bir 1988A25).

Sussex, Worthing, a field called the Noacks [TQ1402]
3695 Late type bronze palstave (Bir 1973A1355). Watson 1993, no. 53.

Sussex, Worthing [TQ1402]
3696 Coarse ware body sherd from a vessel supposedly containing a bronze axe when found (Bir 1973A294).

Sussex, no detailed provenance
3697 A palaeolithic pointed handaxe with thick butt and much cortex; 1917 (Stk K47-1981).
3698 A mesolithic axe; L 118 (Bir 1973A58).
3699 A later flint scraper and a flake (Wos).

Wiltshire, All Canning's Cross [SU0661]
3700 Group of 14 Iron Age sherds (Bir 1991A385).

Wiltshire, Avebury [SU1070]
3701 Later flint scraper with modern picture of a cottage painted on one side; from Adam and Eve stones, North Inner Circle, Beckhampton Cove (Wos 69:784).
3702-3704 About ninety later flint implements including scrapers, points, knives and an axe fragment; some marked "North field" (Bir 1948A17.25; 1967A1431; 1991A299).
3705 Eight flint arrowheads, all with opaque white iron-stained patina (Bir 1991A411).
3706-3711 Four points and two scrapers, two of them marked "Northfield" (Stk K126-131-1981).

Wiltshire, Baverstock (Baverstoke!) [SU0231]
3712 Hammerstone (Bir 1935A104.706).
Wiltshire, Bromham [ST9665]
3713 Retouched blade (Stk K115-1981).

Wiltshire, Hackpen Hill [SU1375]
3714-3716 Three eoliths (War A2609-2611).

Wiltshire, Kennet [SU1167]
3717 Brown flint chisel-type arrowhead, L 33, W 15, Th 4 (Bir 1991A409).

Wiltshire, Overton [SU1367]
3718 Oblique arrowhead; buff and brown flint. L 30, W 19, Th 6 (Bir 1991A410).

Wiltshire, Rockley, barrow [SU1571]
3719 Later flint scraper (War A2617).

Wiltshire, Saernake, Knowle Pit (SU256676).
3720-3721 A group of 26 handaxes and chopping tools; one handaxe with slight S-twist marked "1 foot below turf" and another "KN 5.1.05" (War A2583, 2593).
3722-3723 Two small handaxes, a crude pointed handaxe, a crude chopping tool, a flake and an eolith (Bir 1991A30, 119).

Wiltshire, Stonehenge
3724 Fragment of dressed bluestone found used as packing for a sarsen of period III (Bir 1964A2527).
3725 Spherical bluestone maul or hammer "found in packing for a sarsen of period III but probably used in period II" (Bir 1964A2528).
3726 Later flint flake found near Stonehenge (Wos).

Wiltshire, West Overton, Boreham [SU1366]
3727 Flint flake (Bir 1991A300).

Wiltshire, Wilsford [SU1057 or 1339?]
3728 Later flint notched flake/hollow scraper (Wos).

Wiltshire, Windmill Hill [SU0871]
3729-3734 Six later flint scrapers (Bir 1967A1432-1436; 1973A1207).
3735 A Peterborough ware sherd; surface find (Bir 1937A1222).
3736-3743 Eight flints including two scrapers (Shr A749-756).

Wiltshire, Winterbourne Bassett [SU0974]
3744-3752 Four flint flakes, 2 cores, a point on a flake, a flint lump and a "sarsen rubber" (War A1031-1036, 2608, 2615-2616).

Wiltshire, no detailed provenance
3753-3758 Four later flint scrapers, a knife and a tanged point (Bir 1935A104.700-705).

Yorkshire, Blakey Topping [SE8793]
3759-3761 Three flint arrowheads found about 1860 on Pickering Moor near Salter gate: a leaf-shaped of type 3C in pale grey-brown flint, L 39, W 15, Th 5; a Sutton
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type b barbed and tanged in brown-grey flint, L 27, W27, Th 5; and a dark grey flint barbed and tanged too damaged to determine the type (Bir 1991A412.1-3).

Yorkshire, Bridlington [TA1766]
3762 A mottled grey flint leaf-shaped arrowhead of type 3A; L 33, W 24, Th 5 (Bir 1991A302).
3763 A flint flake tool (Bir 1991A31).

Yorkshire, Cupwith Hill [SE0314]
3764-3768 Five mesolithic flint blade flakes (Bir 1928A34.39-43).

Yorkshire, Dean Clough [SE0807]
3769-3781 Thirteen microliths (Bir 1928A34.5-17).

Yorkshire, Filey [TA1180]
3782 Ten later flint tools, mainly retouched blades or flakes, found near Filey (Bir 1991A304).
3783 Seventeen blade-flakes from near Filey (Stk K125-1981).

Yorkshire, Flamborough Head [TA2571]
3784 Flint flake found on surface in 1951 (Lap B57).

Yorkshire, Ganton Wold

Yorkshire, Helperthorpe [SE9570]
3786 Later flint point on flake (Lap B66).

Yorkshire, Malton Moor
3787 Stone axe hammer with hour-glass perforation; upper back part broken away. Found in Autumn 1857; ex Elizabeth Grew. L 177, W 114, Th 79 (War A278). Watson et al. 2000b, Fig. 1.

Yorkshire, Rievaulx Abbey [SE5785]
3788 Opaque white flint leaf- (kite-)shaped arrowhead of type 3[B]; tip broken off. L 30, W 22, Th 4 (Bir 1932A30.1).

Yorkshire, Rudston? [marked Rudslone]
3789 Leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3A in grey translucent flint; L 39, W 23, Th 4 (Bir 1991A303).

Yorkshire, Saltburn [NZ6621]
3790 Later flint scraper (Bir 1954A5).

Yorkshire, Seamer
3791 Later flint scraper (Bir 1937A68.212).

Yorkshire, Sledmere [SE9364]
3792-3803 Twelve later flint implements (War A695-706).
Yorkshire, Sowerby
3804 A handaxe in grey flint; L 70 (Nun C/4/80/12).

Yorkshire, Speeton [TA1574]
3805 Flint flake (Lap W77).

Yorkshire, Warcock Hill (SE032098)
3806-3826 Twenty one mesolithic flints and microliths (Bir 1928A34.18-38).

Yorkshire, Weavethorpe [SE9670]
3827 Later flint blade flake; 1866? (Lap B60).

Yorkshire, White Hill, Marsden [SE0305]
3828-3831 Four microliths (Bir 1928A34.1-4).

Yorkshire, Willerby Wold [TA0276]
3832 Flint flake (Lap B56).

Yorkshire, Wold Newton [TA0473]
3833 Three later flint flake tools (Stk K143-1981).
3837-3840 A leaf-shaped arrowhead, L 28 W16 and three barbed and tanged arrowheads, L 29, W 24; L 30 W19; L 21 W19 (War A756, 736, 737, 742).

Yorkshire, "Wolds", no detailed provenance
3841-3848 Eight flint arrowheads: a kite-shaped on a flake, two leaf of type 3B, two leaf of type 3C, a barbed and tanged of Sutton type b and two barbed and tanged of Conygar Hill type (Bir 1953A836-840, 844-846).
3849-3862 Six barbed and tanged arrowheads, one triangular, four leaf-shaped, a discoidal scraper, a thumb scraper and a flake (War A740, 743, 744, 746, 748, 750, 754, 759, 761-763, 788-790).
3863 Two flint knives (Lap B23).

Yorkshire, York [SE6052]
3864-3875 A group of twelve later flint flakes and tools including two nosed scrapers and a small core (Her 8345/8-18, 24).
3876-3877 A microlithic point on a blade and a barbed and tanged arrowhead, L 26 W 19; both "ploughed up near York" (Cov A836/14, 13).
3878 A leaf shaped arrowhead of type 3B in fawn translucent flint; L 38, W 19, Th 2 (Bir 1913A85.10000).
3879 An LBA bronze bow brooch (Bir 1953A688). Watson 1993, no. 93.
3880 A stone rubber (Lap B45).

Yorkshire, no detailed provenance
3881-3896 Sixteen mesolithic flints and tools possibly from Marsden (Bir 1928A34.44-59).
3897-3909 Various later flint tools including a fabricator; one at least from the wolds (Bir 1953A830-835, 842, 847-849; 1991A301, 305, 306).
3910-3911 Fifteen flint arrowheads: 2 leaf-shaped type 3A, 3 leaf type 3B, 1 fragmentary leaf, 5 barbed and tanged of Sutton type b, 3 of Conygar Hill type and 1 fragmentary (Bir 1991A413-414).
3912 A stone axe with straight sides steeply tapering to a narrow pointed butt. Straight cutting edge. Ground all over. L 91, W 61, Th 23. (Bir 1948A17.1). Thin-sectioned, see Clough and Cummins 1988, 209 no. 20. Watson et al. 2000b, Fig. 5.
3914 Four spherical stone beads; prehistoric? (Bir 1991A366).
3916-3926 About fifty later flints: flakes, retouched blades, scrapers, flake arrows and a core (Lap B24, 26, 28, 31-33, 35, 51, 53-54, 67).
3927 Two microliths and thirteen flint flakes and stone chips ex A.H. Horne (Shr A1139).
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